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·'Student report finds ' How~rd, 
aryland county bias in ' Harris 
settle out • 
B-y DAWN SIMON 
- -
Hiiitop Staffwrlter 
. -
., 
~ Discrimination against Blacks by 1 ''governments and other institutions '' 
were the findings of a study conduC:ted 
by a Howard University lecturer and a 
group of studen.ts, according to the re· 
port ''Worcester County. Maryland-
A Dream Deferred." 
The -report, done on behalf of the 
NAACP, found that Blacks were treat· 
cd unfairly in housing, jobs, road pav· 
ing, jury selection and voter registra· 
ti.on and participation . 
According to the st~dy ' s organizer , 
David Honig, ·the students worked 
principally in the housing part of the 
study. 
''The housing study is one of the 
things that NAACP wanted, and I feel it 
gave students experience in research 
methods since this is what I teach," 
Honig said. 
· One researcher, a senior in the 
School of Communicatiofis, described 
the living conditions in the ''un-
incorporated areaS • • as ••something that 
I've never seen.' ' 
''Soinetimcs students came home 
feeling depressed because we couldn 't 
I
I 
1 
believe people could live like that . 
Some houses had no floors, no ceilings 
and in some instances the walls were 
caviDg in. I felt really sorry for the 
children because they are suffering be· 
cause of this , '' said Tracy Grayson, a 
Broadcast Prcxluction major. 
According to Honig, the students 
were divided into groups of four .~·Each 
group was responsible for surveying 
each house and comparing the housing 
conditions with the housing codes. 
··OUt of the 98 houses surveyed no 
house passed the codes," Honig said. 
When asked the requirements needed to 
pass, he replied. ''there arc nO housing 
codes for unincofporated areas . '' 
These findings ''struck a cord be· 
cause it documented, in great detail , 
racial practices in a weaJthy county,· · 
Honig said . Worcester is the home of 
Ocean City, ''the most populir vaca· 
tion resort ." 
Grayson. who focused on the Snow 
Hill and Pocomoke City areas of the 
county, said that it was difficult trying 
to break the ice to interview the people. 
''Residents were reluctant to answer 
personal questions because they didn't 
know who we were. It was hard be· 
cause we didn 't have anything in com· 
moo. I noticed that all of the people_ we 
visited had television sets, so if a soap , 
opera was on we talked about it for a 
~hile, 1' said Grayson. 
Grayson, who sai4. that Honig waJi 
'' very s~pportive~· throughout the 
study, also mentioned that the people 
''wanted to change their living con· 
• ons but lacked the motivation and 
~ ... ucation to do so." 
''The emotions varied from different 
people, but the older people who felt 
the study would change things gave 
their response ," she said. 
Taking five months to complete, the 
sNdy received much support from the 
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forum here 
By JAN BUCKNER 
Hilltop Stalfwrlter 
Does it rea1Iy matter who Blacks vote 
for in 1984? 1be Howard University 
chapter of College Young Democrats 
(CYD) answered "yes" with its 
Wednesday night forum for CYD 
rtpre5e11tlltives from the John Glenn 
and George McGovern campaigns. 
The program, led by ;\dam Clayton 
Powell IV, co--founder and president of 
the organization's Howard chapter, 
sought to ''bring an awareness to col· 
lege students of the voting process, ' ' 
according to the chapter's executive 
IC(idpry, Vernon· Taylor. 
Jeff Biggers, Assistant Deputy Cam-
peip M•mger for the McGovern for 
Presidca.t Committee, characterized 
~cGovem as the ''peace candidate," 
j'ji~g _hi• plans to effect a 20 percent 
~oo in the current $275 billion 
(tcfmae budget and to channel the sav· 
inp beck. into the economy. He con-
trode1f lhat miliwy spending is a pri-
mary COlllributory factor to the $200 
billion reMnal deficit. 
Bigen ll&o expressed McGovern's 
aim 10 ''taopthe B·l bomber.'' It is, he 
c••inwl, a fint·strike missile and just 
u t.nnfuJ as the MX missile. 
Accollling co Biggers, McGovern is 
I lbOlll proponent of ''economic jus-
li<;e." Blucn MINI, ·trt doesn't make 
lllY tliff~...,.. if you can eat al a lunch 
COllM"« if you can'I afford to pay to eat 
al lbia lunch counter. " 
marines from Lebanon during the cur· 
rent cease.fire. Calling the clash a 
''religious conflict,'' Biggers remark· 
cd, ''it is not our role to be the police of 
the middle east .'' ""That' s more a func-
tion of the United Nations," he added. 
According to Biggers, McGovern 
endorsed a bill to tenninate all aid to 
South Africa and to ''nolongerbave tax 
incentives for business investments in 
South Africa." 
F.rica Henri , Special Assistant to the 
Assistant Campaign Manager for the 
John Glenn Presidential Campaign 
Committee, contended thal the Ohio 
senator and.astronaut is the best candi· 
date to defeat President Reagan. 
''Glenn has strong leadership qualities 
and appeals to middle America,'' she 
said. Asserting that ··mosl people don't 
vote for a candidate, they vote against a 
candidate,'' Henri stated that Glenn has 
what she termed ''the lowest negative 
rating.·· According to Henri, Mondale 
is haunted by the ''Carter connection'' 
and many view McGovern as ''too 
liberal'' and ''a loser from '72. •• 
Henri related Glenn's support for bi-
lateral peace ''as long aa "it ii verifi· 
able.'' ''He doesn't believe in letting 
Ibo Russians continue to expand,·' she 
added. 
"Glenn believes that Israel should be 
lilied with the U.S., but he encourages 
uegotiation and is open to the Views of 
oCber mid-east countries," said Henri. 
The Glenn camp condemns the 
laissez-faire character of Ibo Reagan 
administration in its dealin&s with the 
NAACP and Howard University. 
·'The university used its resources 
through the class to help the NAACP • 
reach an important goal. I am proud that 
the study was done at Howard Univer-
sity because Howard is a very Sf19Cial 
place and students have a particular 
sensitivity to these kind of issues." 
Honig said. · 
The NAACP's Maryland State Con-
ference of Branches invited the students 
involved in the study to come and speak 
on a panel, according to Honig. 
''lbey wanted the students to come 
out and explain'' what took place, Hoo-
ig saj_d . 
After the report was completed, the 
NAACP made several recommenda-
tions to the County Commission, the 
town governments. the Circuit Court, 
. and the Governor, according to a 
NAACP Press Release. A few of these 
recommendations are: 
• ''adoption of housing codes for 
the unincorporated areas of the 
t .. coun y ... 
• ''paving of all roads with at leut 
_ ~~._211-~m." and , 
• ''establishment of goals and 
timetables for the employment of 
blacks in responsible positions in 
County governments ... " 
''The possibility to conduct this 
study says something positive about 
Howard University's grant of academic 
freedom. Some Universities try to res· 
train it but when it comes to something 
important Howard University encour· 
ages it," Honig said. 
Fonner Howard University lawyer Michael Harris. 
• 
of court 
• 
Michael Harris, a former Howard 
University lawyer who filed a sex dis· 
crimination suit against the school and a 
complaint with the Eqllll Emplojment 
Opportunity Commission, bas reached 
an out·of-court settlement with He>-
ward. 
According to the Wuhingtoo 1\111 
''
1
the lawyers for both sides indicated 
that Harris has agieed to drop Ibo com-
plaint he filed with the EEOC last No-
vember and that the EEOC has "'1eed 
to drop its suit against the university.•• 
Harris was firtd by univenity presi-
dent J•mes E. Cheek soon after be filed 
his complaint that discribed the con-
ditions geueral counsel Doney Lane, 
who retired last summer, u giving 
favored treatment to ••"'• ia · 
office ..... iD ~y ~ p0t1•illjam~ ..... 
According to the Post lawyen 
,not say how much Harris will~­
a settlement . 
' 
' 
••••• 
A fo/10W1JP anicl<! M4ll .,.,_, tn-
next Wttk'.r tditiorl of the HiDtop. 
• 
• 1-111prove111ent 
By RENE JA~KSON 
Hilltop Sla.Uwriter 
The Undergraduate Student 
Assembly, in an informal meeting 
held Tuesday night, discussed the 
implementation of upcoming pro· 
grams and improvements within the 
student organization. 
- Statements were made by UGSA 
Coordinator, Daniel Jack.son and 
Vice--Coordinator, Benjamin James. 
Grievance Chairperson, Nina 
Lambert and Financial Advisor, 
Gloria Tucker also interjected with 
proposals for improvement in their 
committees. 
UGSA coordinator, Daniel 
Jack.son said, ''I am interested in 
three major areas: international 
students, · freshmen and alumni. I 
believe that we should include an 
orientation for American students 
so that they can become more 
familiar with international 
students.•• 
According to Jackson, a four 
member committee has been 
established to institute the programs 
for this year. The members of the 
committee are: Andrew Coleinan, 
Dr. Jaines Chastain, Bill Keene and 
Daniel Jackson, coordinator for 
UGSA. 
Two plans on the agenda consists 
of student leader seminars which 
will aide student leaders .in personal 
fm•!K" difficulties and stress. Also 
the commirtec plans to utilize the 
north cafeteria in the Blackbum 
Center IO that students may listen to 
s~s (in this area) while eating 
lunch. 
Jackson stressed that press releases 
were 'ltflt out to all major orpniza-
tions for upcoming events. 
19 in the Backburn Center's West 
Ballroom. In addition, there will be 
a ''Salute of Black Women'' ban· 
quet at the culmination of the pro· 
gram on Sunday, Nov . 13. 
cial advisor for UGSA, ''a lot of 
organizations have been asking for 
money and I anticipate that UGSA 
will reach its limit of allocation of 
funds for this semester. We deal 
Several members expre11Sed that the major 
problem confrouting UGSA is lack of publicity 
James urged all UGSA represen-
tatives to ''take this information 
back to your respective schools so 
that we can have a nice turnout ." 
According to Gloria Tucker, finan-
with them on a first come first serv· 
ed basis.'• 
For all organizations requicsting 
. money budget reviewals take place 
on the first anil third Monday of 
each month at 7 p.m., in Room I 10 .. 
Blackburn Center. 
In the grievance repon, Nina 
Lambert, Grievance Chairperson 
said, "the Liber-1 Arts Student 
Council is havifia problems with 
freshmen elections, in that the 
guidelines must coincide with the 
Constitution ) '' ~ 
According to the UGSA Constitu-
tion, the run-off election obould 119" ~ 
have taken place bec111se there wu a 
descrepancy in (the) results," said 
Lambert. · 
See lJGSA ..... 3 
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Biucnf(leclincd. to comment on 
McOovein's stand on Israel, but 
• 11 1f lbllbls I wljf!m fee1'thatlbe 
U.S. "'°"Id immediately wi~w its SeeCYD1-r2 
ID his repoff, Aena,lmin Jama an-
nounced Ille Rbedulod viait by Ar· 
thur Albe on Wednesday, October Reaie Moore (left) Ii.,, Jockson and Bill M•rkum (rfallt) •t inf.,.,,,.. UGSA moo•,..:"' -. 
• • 
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1fime Inc. president speaks here 
·By Mi chele Jeffries-The Hilltop. I 
I Dr. James E. Cheek and Ralph P. Davidson. 
' A rilltop Staff Report 
I 
ltalph P. Davidson, Chairman of the 
BoWor Time, Inc .• delivered the sixth 
an;iat Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Mem-
orial Lecture Wednesday in the univer-
sity1 t enter ballroom. 
Qavidson's speech focused on 
education as an investment in ''human 
capital .·· Davidson said that a lack of 
cra"~nd edu~~tion among young 
j 
; 
people ''has taken on an added meaning 
to mo-an economic one. To ensure 
growth and to end waste, we must in-
vest our money and national will in 
education-and thereby in our human 
capital . That is something we clearly 
have not done in recent years .· · 
· Davidson spoke about the growing 
demand for skilled labor: ··1 am not 
someone who believes that new tech-
nologies will result in millions of per-
mancnlly unemployed workers . But 
we 've never before faced such a 
potentially large and long-tenn short-
age of skilled labor as we do today.'' 
''We face a shortage of skills, not 
people," Davidson said. He attributed 
this shortage to a failure to educate 
workers . For example, Davidson cited 
that one out of five 17-ycar-olds is 
functionally illiterate, and that twenty 
five million adults can not read or write 
at all. 
Davidson said that the total of one 
youngster out of five who is functional-
ly illiterate amounts to • '20 percent of 
our workforce unsuited for meaningful 
work in our future economy.'' 
Davidson said that renewed efforts 
by the federal government arc neces-
sary to improve education. ''For the 
sake of relatively small federal budget 
~vings, the Reagan Administration has 
cut programs from Headstart to gradu-
ate student aid-the very programs we 
. tteed to expand our human capital.'· 
Federal aid ·to education has dropped 
drastically in the last few years. Not 
only that, the ,President's 1984 budget 
calls for a 25 percent cut in the actual 
buying power of aid to education in the 
next few years," Davidson said. 
The an~ual lecture is presented in 
honor Of Howard's thirtCcn-th president, 
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson. Johnson was 
Howard's first Black president and held 
that office for 34 years from 1926 to 
1960. 
Past Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Mem-
orial lectures include Dr. Benjamin 
Mays, Dr. John Hope Franklin, and 
prime minister of Jamaica, the Honor-
able Edward Seaga. 
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issue of South Africa. Among the steps 
to demonstrate his concerns on the con-
troversy. Glenn suggests discouraging 
investment in South Africa and 
threatening the country with official 
sanctions in response to its apartheid 
, policy and its slow action on Namibian 
settlement. 
Henri emphasized that gains will be 
made for Blacks ''if the Democratic 
·party sees that there is strength within 
the Black community.'' ''We have the 
. power to throw a lot of votes . . . if 
you're willing to go out there and work 
for it," she said. 
'Glenn believes that 
-·Israel should be allied 
with the U.S ... .' 
' \\l1H RR.'OE . WALKER 
Here we are, smack dab in the middle 
of mid-term. Mid-term is to a semester 
what wednesday is to a week (Wednes-
day is over the hump day) . Basically if 
you make it to mid-term you can deal 
, with the rest . That is if that demon 
known as procrastination doesn't rear 
its lazy head on this campus as it has so 
many times in the past, which brings 
me to the topic of todays' ''On the 
Yard'' procrastination. Let's face it we 
all do it in some way, shape or form. 
Everyone on this campus drags their 
feet, postpones, waits, hcstitates, res-
chedules, delays of " Just plain ole pro-
castinates.'' When you know you 
should be doing something more im-
portant. Example: while you 're reading 
this you have at. least five things you 
ought to be doing, but n-0-0-0-0-0 
Acconling to CYQ membCr Anthony - you're saying to yourself, '' I have 
Robinson, the Howard chapter has . enough time to read the Hilltop," but 
plapned a unique voter registration i there's never enough time to read that 
drive to register students from across , fat economics book I see So many 
the nation in their respective districts. Howardites ''totin'' around. You can 
He stressed that the CYD drive will be find the time to get a good laugh from 
more effective than othr voter registra-: this column, but your calculus, 
tion efforts, because it will provide accounting and chem~stry make you 
absentee ballots and ''not register stu- want to cry some timef. 
dents as D.C. residents to vote for Wal- By the way I really apprecited the 
tcr Fauntroy who doesn't have a vote.'' response I received from last weekscol-
College Young Democrats is umn the only thing I worry about is 
sponsoring a free trip to its fall national' writing another column that will be re-
convention, which will be held at ceivcd as well as the previous one. 
Northwestern University this year. The Fortunately The Hilltop's Editor-in-
convention, open to all CYD members , Chief Darryl Ledbetter at the beginning 
will be held November 11-13 and is the of the semester gave me ''Carte Blan-
first of two annual conventions. Any- che'' to write, discuss and explore any 
one interested in joining CYD or topic or areas I -want (except the fourth 
obtaining further information about the floor of the ''A'' building and the Ques-
con ven tion may contact Russell ... just joking) . 
George, vice president of CYD, at 789- I have a number of ideas, angles and 
8418 . anticdotes in mind for future columns 
. ' 
' 
some of them will~~ fcedbock via 
polls and op~ions ,and qucstiom being 
asked, I also hope to incorporate the 
''only at Howard'' list again. Why 
should I put off something for "'"'*'to 
come wbeo I could do it today? So bae 
the first of many. The 10 moot frequent 
questions asked ''only at Howard.'' 
1. Do you have a valid•ted certifi-
cate and l .D.? (asked by staff aod 
administraton) 
2. What's your name? 
3. Where are you from? 
4 . What's your classification? 
5. What's your major? 
6. Do you have a minor? 
7. Do you sta)' on/off campus? 
8. How many houn (classes) are 
you carrying? 
9. Can I call you/What's your 
phone number? 
10. When can I get with you/When 
do we go out? 
Everyone on this 
campus drags 
their feet ... 
There you have it! I placed queatioos 
2-10 io my idea of a gradual predictable 
progression . However those of you 
who are super-sure of yourselv~ ought 
to tty approaching someone and ask the 
same group of questions but start With 
question IO, then 9,8,7,etc. (let me 
know how it turns out). 
J:m also open to suggestions, ideas 
and constructive criticism from all Hill-
top readers regarding the content Ind 
subjects to be discussed. Thus far I've 
discussed Birth control, housing, rela-
tionships and various other topics that 
are relative and pertainant to Howard 
and Howardites. Which rcmiIMls me I 
staned today 's column talking about 
procrastination, but since I covered so 
many other things and my space is lim-
ited I 'll talk about procrastination at a _ 
later date and time. Everybody have a 
good weekend and remember_ stop pro-
crastinating. · 
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By Desiree F. Hlcka 
Hllbop Staffwrlter 
I . 
In1 a brief press conference held on 
October 7, Rocky J. Galloway, 
chairperson for the Homecoming 
Ste~ring Committee, announced 
that appearing for this year's Oc-
tob~r 29 Homecoming concert will 
be \Angela Bofill and Starpoint. · 
According to Galloway, each year 
it takes a long time to fmd a guest 
for ! the concert because fmances . 
have to be found for the show. 
''This year,'' said Galloway, 
c ••t>ckausc there was no money 
By- CRYSTAL CHISSEl.I . 
Canlpus Editor 
. ' 
• 
In \\ugust the Gulf Oil Foundation 
awarded· a second $100,000 &rant to 
Howard' s Department of Geology 
and \ Geography to develop a 
master's program in geology. 
Th~ grant is the second installment 
of a $500,000 commitment to the 
un r versi' ty. 
• 
allocated from the homecoming 
budget for concert, we had to go out 
and seek an outside promoter for 
show.'' 
This procedure was not unfamiliar 
to Galloway, who worked on .. last 
tear's homecoming committee. A 
promoter was also used for the show 
last year. , 
The promoter for this year's sho~ 
is Non-Pariel from New York, ac-
cording to Galloway. And under 
the terms of the agreement with 
Howard's graduate program in 
geology, which officially started last 
August, is the only graduate pro-
gri.m in geology offered at a 
primarily Black inst itution in the 
• United States. · 
At present there are nine students 
in the two-year program. Eight of 
those students are expected to be the 
first graduates of the program in 
Ma y . 
Non-Pariel, ''the promoter will 
assume full financial responsibility 
for the show, the homecoming com-
mittee will recieve a certain number 
of complimentary tickets and the 
promoter will receive all of the 
money from the box office.'' 
There will be two shows on Oc-
tober 29, one at 8:00 p.m. and one 
at 11 :00 p.m. Jjckets for the con-
cert are $8.SO for students, $10.00 
for general admission, and $11 .00 
for everyone the day of the show. 
Dr. Eric Christofferson, director 
of. graduate program in geoscience, 
said of the grant, ''more than half 
-&oes to support our students. The 
remainder we're using to buy badly 
needed equipment.'' 
The program now has four faculty 
members with a fifth to possibly be 
hired in January. Christofferson 
expects the program to eventually 
move into a new buildinR. ''We're 
Tickets can be obtained at the 
Cramton Auditorium box office. · 
Although the announcement came 
just three weeks before the show, 
Galloway commented, '!We were 
doing all we could do to get the con-
cert set-up, but we couldn't publicly 
announce anything until the details 
were confirmed.'' 
''That's why we held the press con-
ference, to let everyone know that 
everything was confirmed.'' 
To help aid in delays in the future, 
brimming with pot~ntial ·but we're 
bridled for space," he said. 
The geology major at Howard 
began in 1972 and was ''the brain-
child of the United States 
Geological Survey.'' said Fred 
Wilson, a professor in the dCpart-
ment. of geology. 
In 1972 there were only five known 
Blacks with Ph.D. 's in geology 
Wil so n sa id . 
Galloway said plans are in the mak 
ing to set-up the homecoming com 
mittee much earlier. 
''The new reorganization will allo 
for the chairman to be selected i 
February. He will also choo;. hi 
staff at that time and they will 
able to begin working on homecom 
ing arrangements much earlier th 
in past years ." 
, 
USGA from page l 
Administrative Asistant, Leo 
Whitaker spoke with Raymond Ar-
cher to pea mit the presentation of 
the movie 1'Ghandhi'' on campus 
durina Dr. Martin Luther King 
Week. 
According to Whitaker 1 the movie 
will. serJ.re as 111eneral education of 
certain pholosophies, and how 
Ghandhi and Dr. King related to 
them.'' 
Several members expressed that the 
· major problem confronting UOSA 
. is lack of publicity. "Publicity needs , . , 
to be stepped up,'' said Jackson. ' 
Jackson also added that serious 
students should come by the UGSA 
office if ' they would like to aide 
UGSA in ·improving the publicity 
which is voiced to the Howard 
students. 
The Next schcluled General 
Assembly meeting is Wednesday, 
Oct. 19, all students are urged to at-
tend. 
''Blacks were naturally kept out ofr'--------------
it. Most Blacks only rose to the level 
of technician,'' commented Wilson. 
After the Equal Opportunity Act 
of 1972, the USGS saw a need to 
hire more Black geologists . Said 
Wilson, ''the most logical thing was 
to start a geology program at a 
Black university.'' 
Washington Ballet prepares for fall 
, · · C?mpanr is not being ~hallengcd tec.h- ~Tchaikovsky's ''Serenade in C Ma-
season 
MONDAY 
at 5 p.m • 
is the 
deadline 
for 
HILLTOP 
by KARYN D. COLLINS ruque wise. Of course, 1n tcnns of ams- jor. •• Simon's staging muffles these 
Hillrpp Staffwriter .tty, this is a different matter altogether. moments. Much of the more difficult 
f Most regional companies, like the foolwork has been simplified and some 
ThC Washington Ballet Festival hel~ Washington Ballet, have a common 
Octbber 4 gave the public ample oppor- fault . They have difficulty in grasping 
tuniD- to observe the Washington Ballet the artistic concepts of outside 
as ~ey prepared for their upcoming fall choreographers. This is not exclusive to 
sea~n. October 26--29. regional companies but il is more 
· The festival which took place at the noticeable than in a company of Dance 
company's school, the Washington Theatre of Harlems Or American Ballet 
Schpol of Ballet, offered everything Theatres stature. 
from viewing videotapes of the com- Balanchine choreography is es-
panr . to a concession aiea t~uting ,pecially difficult because it demands 
• Washington Ballet paraphernalia. The the maximum of technical as well as 
maif attraction of the festival was the artistic ability. Without both elements, 
contpany itself which was busy rehears- a Balanchine work is incomplete. At 
ing In an upstairs studio. this point the Washington Ballet 's 
ln watcbing any company in rehear- shortfall is in the artistic department . 
sal 1t is alw.eys interesting to note There are individual exceptions but on 
stre~gths and '4'eaknesses of the com- the whole the company, thoUgh tcch-
pan~, changes in repertoire, and geoer- nically strong is artistically weak . 
' al "'prjOgrcssion of the group as a whole. However, artistry is something that 
WatFhingtheWashington~tduring must be nurtured . It may be that full 
the±stival provided me With ample maturation of the Washington Ballet in 
op rtunity to do just this . ''Serenade'' won~t be seen for some-
ong the works rehearsed duriiig time after the initial performance at the 
the I festival were ''Serenade," cod of October. 
• The Hilltop 
~ i~ seeking to expand its news 
gathering operation. Anyone 
interested in being a Hilltop 
Staffwriter can stop by the 
Jffice' today and pick up an 
a~plication before 5 p.m. 
' 
' 
Th'e N.C. Club 
• presents 
I 
I; It's ~ Bison dog 
Aggie affair !!!! 
n conjunction with HUSA the N.C. 
' 
Club will be sponsoring buses to North 
tarolina A& T on Oc;;tober 22, 1983 
i 
with departure time being 5:30 a.m. in 
I 
students and $30 for non-students in-
tlude a round trip ticket, game ticket 
I , 
!nd a ticket to a concert on A& T's cam-
1 • -
· us. Tickets can be purchased at the 
ramton box ottice. 
' 
' 
. 
-;;· 
intricate floor patterns have been 
changed as well . 
This simplification is unfortunate for 
two reasons. First, the WashingtOn Bal-
i' 
' 
let is now at a point where it can ~~e 
piees like '"Serenade" without having 
them simplified. Second, by simplify-
ing certain sections of ''Serenade, •• the 
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INTERNATIONAL DAY 
"WORLD PEACE THROUGH 
UNDERSTANDING" 
OCTOBER 22 
·I I :00 a m.-8:00 p.m. 
Blackbum Center 
FREE 
·· world Peace Through 
Understanding" is 1t1e tt1eme 
for this unique day of rultural 
excha r1ge Fearured will be , 
an open forum on interna-
tional issues. a 1ltural displays. 
a food festival. fash iOn show. 
poets. international mt1sicians 
and vendors. 
• 
• 
CONTRIBUTION l\1ADl;_By DEPARTMENT OF 
INTERNATIONAL SIUD~NT SERVICES. 
GOSPEL SHOW 
OCTOBER 23 
7:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM 
55.00 H.U. Students 
57.00 General Admission 
Ho\vard University will e>pen 
her 'lrms to gifted songstress 
Tremaine Hawkins of the 
fan1ed \\1alter Hawkins Fami-
ly Our O\Vn Howard Unl\1er-
sity Gospel Choir \Viii open 
1t1e doors to th is io}'OUS time 
of praise and inspirational 
celebration . 
SPONSORED By UNIVERSITY IV!.QE 
CULTUR8L COMMITTEE 
MEMORIAL SERVICE 
OCTOBER 23 
1 l ()(_) !a. 111 . 
Rankin Ctiapel 
FREE 
A quiet tir11e of tribute rnark-
ir1g 1t1c f('{_l'nt passing of 
rncmber-, ot the Howard 
Con1mur1ty 
' . 
• 
• 
• 
0 
0 
0 
MISS HOWARD PAGEANT 
"TRANSFORMATION" 
OCTOBER 24 \ t' 
7t.Xlp r11 - Jl ) t)(lp111 1 
CRAMTON 1\U l) I IOl~IUM 
FRE[ 
1\ 11tic1p.:il1<»1 g1\L"'> \Va \ toe\-
cite1r1Cr1t c1r1d e11te1ta i111ne11t 
LOlllC'- to lile a ... thL• OIJCCn ot 
Ho\~arcl Ur11\cr...,jt> fllX "J-X I 
e~i rn ... hC'r title 1r1 <;t~le 
OL1l'Cr1<; 1e 1Jre.,ent1 11~ 1t1e 
.,._11oo1.., ar1<.l Lollegl"> '''itl1in 
thl' ur1iveN1~· \Va1t ar1\iOltSly 
for 1h~ ext1a\'i1gan1a dnd 
!>tl \\ 1ilf ~ t)U 
FASHION SHOW 
"THERE'S A BEAUTY WITHIN IT ALL" 
OCTOBER 25 
7:00 p .m.-10:00 p.m. 
CRAMTON AUDI fORIUM 
52 00 H U Students 
SJ 00 General Admission 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Looking good kxlks so easy as 
Howa rd 's own ca refull y 
chosen models bring to life 
the creative styles of New 
York and \Vashingt:on based 
fashion designers. Come. feel 
the ~ridty witl1in it all! 
GREEK SHOW 
• 
" PERPETUATING THE TRADITION'.' 
OCTOBER 26 
7:00 p .m.- JtJ :OO p .m. 
BURR GYMNASIUM 
53.00 H.U. Students ·: 
$5.00 General Admisc;ion 
If ~'OtJ.\t' 1iever bcer1 to a 
t~oward Greek shO\v. you 
have r10 idea why others 
have traditional!}' flocked to e 
Burr Gym lr01n miles awa~ 
jtlS( to \vatct1 tliesc lascir1atir1g 
foot-ston1ping rh} : t1n1c; 1·t1is 
year. dor1ations \viii be 1nade 
to charily on bet1alf ot each 
participating orga r1ization. 
VARIETY SHOW 
-
"MELODIES, MIME AND MOTION'· 
OCTOBER 27 
7:00 p.n1.- I 0:00 p.1n. 
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM 
S 1.00 H.ll . St11de11ts 
S2 .<Xl General Aclmission 
/\ccordi 1 1~ to variety sl10\v 
coordir1ators thr:; \ear \\'ill be 
the be-.1 \'Ct \\ it /1 a c;ho\\ 
of variety tt1.:it <"01111)k·tcl} 
li\'es up 10 its 11a1ne Come 
\V it11ess H o1\ard s rn os! 
enterta1nlr1g talen t as they 
succeed at pleas111g the 
world s toughe5t crit ics. You 'll 
enjo~· evet)· 1nc>11ient }'f)U <.lid ! 
BLUE AND WHITE DAY 
OCTOBER 28 
1 2 N {X)rl 
~\/\IN (A~ ll'll' 
I-RI ['." 
l"hic; 1r,1clit1iir1;1I L t:'1 e rr1t)t1~ _,_ . .,. 
1i<.·r<.,ur11!1t'"' tl1c '- l >1r1t ot 
1-iO\\,llt! ll"ll ll tilt' i<.X.1tl">..1tl 
lc<irn .:ir1ll L{J.J1 l1L"' '-IL1llc.•111 .., 
,Jn(! alL1r!'1r1i c1r1 tl1c )arLl a.., \\'t ' 
LClcbr;1rt• 1)l1r 11r1i1111 1\it/1 1!1t• 
l'vll'l.t ,t t>i l"\L1L k ll1~l1l' t k:.:i1n 
Ill~ 
PEP RALLY 
OCTOBER 28 
()10µ111 
HOii ~R I ) ~I ~l)llJIVt 
f lllf 
5(JL1 r rlit• 1 ~1..,. )n 1.tr1 10 1ic1(1r1 
.:: 1 gau1~t N1.•rlt>lk Sr,1t1.' llll'(.'r 
1\'it11L'-''> a lirc\v<>rk.<.. Ji'>{Jk1y 
arid L~r110)' d1.:li1.iot1:. l1o t 
chocok1 te dLJrir1g tl 1i<:. r1igt1t l)I 
u11restrair1ed gocx:l tirne<;! 
KASINO NITE 
OCTOBER 28 
9:00 p .m -1:30 a.m 
BLACKBURN CENTER 
S3.00 H.U. Studen\s 
55 .00 Ger1eral Ad r11issio11 
• • • 
• 
" 
• 
• 
• 
, 
Atlantic City . L:ts Vegas. 
Monte carlo. they could 
never do it like we can! Get 
ALL the way live at this night 
of fun and excitement with 
more thrills than we carr print 
here. w e·re betting this will 
be one of the odds-on-
f.::ivoritcs . 
sPQNSORED BY BLACKBURN 
UNIVERSITY CENTER. 
• 
• 
• 
HOMECOMING PARADE 
OCTOBER 29 
Assembly: 8:00 sharp 
in front of Cramton 
Route: Traditional Route 
Featured in this year 's 
Homecoming highlight will be 
campus organi7.ation floats. 
limousines. local marching 
bands. cbwns and a special 
guest Grand Marshall. 
FOOTBALL GAME 
OCTOBER 29 
I :00 p .m. 
RFK Stadium 
A traditional football rivalry 
unfolds at RFK Stadium. the 
home of the national chanr 
pions. as the Bison challenge 
the Spartans o f Norfolk 
State. Howard students will 
receive coach transportation 
to and from the game Watch 
for details! 
DINNER THEATRE 
OCTOBER 29 
7 :()(} p .m. 
BLACKBURN CENTER 
S2t l.()(I General Aclmissfor1 
l"hl' {_Ill' ,llllf l1':~11t l of 
&_,._,..,jc Sr111tt1 l.,tL......_.,1tir1g a 
r11l1..,ilal (\r,1rn<1 ~ t.1rring 
Vcilt.·1 K· Mill.., purtra~' i11g till' 
1)1\a rt...,,.)(1r1..,ihk, for µ.1v· 
ing the \Ila) tor 111iOio11.., of 
Bla c k · rTIL1c; !c<:11 arti"I" 
\VC>rklwid(' 
' 
HOMECOMING CONCERT 
OCTOBER 29 
X:t)(J p .n1. <lnLI I I .(.11.J p n1 
CRAM roN AlJ[)ITORllJM 
$8.50 HU Student' 
$10.50 Ge11eral Act1t1i,'-.K)f1 
Starring. A11gek1 1-k>fill 
StarJX>int ' 
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH 
' -
OCTOBER 30 
11 :()[) a .m.-1:<.ltJ p .m.". r. 
Blackbt1rn Ce11ter Rt"'lattral'll 
520 IXJ Adults 
SX.()(J Children 
Srx>nsored b}' th<-' Dc1.>.1n-
rnent of Alum11i Al lair.., 1h;... 
' ever1t \vill '-Ct th<· "1.ilgc lc1r 
alur11r1i to gather rC'lt11nN..t_• 
arid rekindle ok.l lrrt..·nfuh~)'.. 
Don t r11jc;.., 1hic; 0J>pc:lf"tt111il ) 
to C\Cha11~c.· ,) f)IC..'ll' or 111(. 
!radition 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' 
• 
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a-rents colll 
I 
anne 
B liTRACY L. SMITH 
Hi top Staffwriter 
' 
Banneker High School 
lite(3l ly sits in The shadow of Howard 
~ Urli!versity, just across Georgia Ave-
1 nuC This c lose proximi1y is suitable in 
Ii ~ of an o ffii cal re lationship . or 
•' }'emoranmdu1n of Understanding'• 
wlftch links the 1wo academic facilities 
since Banneker adop1ed its new role in 
198 1. As a relatively new concept in 
D.C., a ci ty·wide magnet school for 
acade mically gifted sludents. Banneker 
is still experiencing growing pains. 
On Thursday. October 6. a meeting 
was held at Banneker Academic High 
School which was at te nde d by 
approximately 200 parenls of Banneker 
students. 
Marked by frequent outbursts. open 
accusai1ons. and often a 1otal lack of 
organi zation. this n1eeting proVed to be 
a raucus affair providing limi1ed in-
format ion and serving 10 discourage 
many parents fron1 even remaining for 
i1 s en1iret)' . 
The parents were called to this 111eet-
ing by the Banneker School Council for 
the purpose of ~ddressi ng ·'areas of 
concern wi lh regard to the adn1inis1ra-
tio11 and educa tion a t Banneker,'' 
( accdrding tµ counci l President . James 
H. Hann'aham. Also . said Hannaham. 
the meeti ng was to serve as a forum 
··for parents at Banneker and others in 
the comn1unity 1il, present their griev-
' . ances. 
l .i1cra1urc handed out to the parenls 
docun1en1ed grievances which had been 
listed and presente 1 to the Banneker 
Principal . M r-S . \ 1aLie \Vil son at an 
execU:tive board 111coting on December 
9. 1982 and an.other tis! of complainls 
and den1and~ presented to Dr . James T . 
Guines. Asso<: i;1te Superintendant of 
era 
Schools, at a meeting on July 2 1 , 1983. 
First , and most significant on the list of 
· 'what parents want '' gi ven to Dr . 
Guines was the request for ''replace-
ment of the Principal and Assistant 
Principal '' with sati sfactory replace-
n1ents. Also included in the handout 
was a description of the professional 
duties of the Principal and Assistant 
Principal as stated in the District of 
Columbia Public Schools Model High 
School Education Plan . 
The initial source of conflict at the 
meeting was based upon action which 
had been taken by Hannaham to corre-
spond with the Superintendant of Pub-
lic Schools. Floretta McKenzie , in the 
name of the Banneker School Council . 
One of the parents, Michael J . O'Ban-
non handed out information to those in 
anendance explai ning a motion which 
he submitted for the rescinding of Han-
naham 's correspondence with Mc'Ken-
zie . in the name of the Banneker School 
Council. One of the parenls. Michael J . 
O ' Bannon handed out information to 
those in anendance ex plaining a: motioi:i 
which he subm itted for the rescinding 
of Hannaham's corres pondence with 
McKenzie. O' Bannon's contention 
was that Hannahan1 had in1properly us-
ed Banneker Council stationary as if 
repre.sen1 ing the views of the whole 
counci l, when the whole counc il had 
not authori zed this correspondence . 
Among the comments in the li tera-
ture handed out by O' Bannon were 
refe rences 10 ··parent vigilantes.·· and 
' 'i111moral behavior·· by Hanaham. At 
the end of 1he meeti ng o· Bannon 's nlo-
tion 10 rescind the correspondence be-
lween Hannaham' and McKenzie was 
_passed . 
When the n1eeting returned to its ori-
gi nal age nda as in itial ly prese nted by 
Hannahan1. ii was .over an hour old 
Students • race 1n 
i 
A Hilltop Staff Report 
Playing an in1portant role in the 1984 
second National Collegiate Dri ving 
Championship. 1he National Safety 
Council educated young people in safe 
driving . the use of safety restraints. and 
the danger of drinking alcohol ic bever-
ages and driving . '· 
The competition sponsored by the 
Sports Car Club of A.ii!!rica (SCCA) 
a long' with the Dod~ Divis ion of 
Chrys ler Corporation took place during 
the week of ~!obcr I on the ~ampuses 
of the Uni vers ity 'of Michigan , Michi -
gan S!itte Uni versity and Nonh Uni ver-
sily . 
.om 70 u111 vers 1t1es and colleges 
n .. tionwide, these three schools were 
the places where the preliminary Solo II 
rallies of the 1984 will be held. 
Acco rd in g t o Dodge Ge nera l 
Marketing Manager Jqseph N. Caddell. 
Dodge be lieves this is an important 
opportuni1y for students to know about 
drinking and dri ving . Dodge also wan1s 
students 10 know about their hi gh tech 
2.2 liter four engine and tha1 Daytona 
gives safe acceleration, and superior 
cornering and braking. 
Acco rdi(l g t o Do d ge Ge nera l 
Marketing Manager Joseph N. Ca-dell, 
Dodge believes thi s is important oppor-
tunity for students to know about drink-
• a1n a out 
• • 
strat1on 
Parents, at this point, were able to 
approach the microphone to give their 
opinions. The speakers also included 
community members and in one case a 
former faculty member who came for-
ward ~_convey his c~e of how he was 
involuntarily transferred. This faculty 
member spoke raise questions among 
the parents about the administration and 
why he was transferred. He received 
little visible support or sympathy from 
the audience and was eventually called 
down from the microphone by people. 
shouting that his alloted time was up .· 
One speaker presented the view that 
the parents should ''work with the ad-
minis.tration rather than try to throw this 
one out and get another one, '' adding 
' 'who knows what the next one will be 
like?'' ; 
Another parent , after referring to 
''Mr. Hannaham and hi s vigilante 
group ' ' requested · ·of the children 
here , if they would like to see Mrs . 
Wilson (the Principal) stay. please st-
and up.'' At this urging approximately 
20 students who had been s itting 
together in a comer of the auditorium 
simultaneously stood up and cheered 
their support for the current administra-
tion . 
A later parent-speaker alleged that the 
children at the meeting were being 
' 'coached' ' and · · told when to stand up 
and applaud ," adding '' I don't know 
who they are , bl.lt there are people who 
came deliberatelY to disrupt the com-
munity ;ind disrupt this meeting. ' ' 
Among the paren1s in attendance was 
City Councilwoman Betty Ann Kane 
who has a daughter in her junior year at 
Banneker. Kane said '' it hurts me to see 
this kind of bicke_ring and parliamen-
tary maneuvers'' and she al so mention-
ed her own ··concerns about the attitude 
of the administration.·· She said she 
}.. 
had ' ·seen children in tears due to this -
attitude, particularly that of the Assis-
tant Principal .·· In closing, Kane stated 
that ''we (banneker) don't have a lot of 
political supporten. There are people 
on the board (the D.C. school board) 
who dido 't want Banneker and who 
weuld love to see the parent's council 
tearing each other apart. '' 
Floretta McKenzie, according to . 
Hannaham, has left the solution of the 
parcnt~ersus administration conflict to 
her Associate Superintendent, Guines . 
Hannah am feels that Guines has ''man-
ipulated' ' the parent organization to 
cover up the conflicts which have o;c-
curred. 
Guines called what is happening at 
banneker ' 'necessary for a parent group 
which is fanning in a city-wide high 
schOQl. • • He attributes much of the con-
fusion to the condition of ''a lot of peo-
ple coming together who don't know 
each other." Goines estimated that 15 
parents were responsible for much of 
the allegations against the Banneker ad-
ministration . he also disclosed a degree 
of frustration in stating that '•it is hard 
to work with many of these people be-
cause they want to look at the nega-
tive .· · 
One of the major sources of dis-
satisfaction listed in the literature hand-
ed out by Hannaham 's group at the 
meetin g was that lhe ·· Howard 
University-Banneker relationship be 
reassessed and strenglhened . '' 
Councilwoman Kane agreed on this 
point mentioning that the ' 'Howard 
University contact has not been de-. 
veloped to the extent that it needs to 
be." 
championship 
ing and driving . Dodge also wants"'stu-
dents to know about their high tech 2. 2 
liter four engine and that Daytona gives 
safe acceleration. and superior corner-
ing and braking. 
this is an important 
opportunity for students 
tc;i know about drinking 
and driving. 
. 
The winner of the race at each schol 
wins a round trip plane ticket and 
accommodations to enter the Grand 
Finals Friday. April 6 , 1984, at Day-
tona Beach Fla ., the site of the National 
· Collegiate Driving Championship. 
$10,000 in college scholarships will 
be given to the top three drivers in the 
Grand Finals along with the use os the 
Dodge Daytona Turbo for a year. First 
place winner receives a SS ,000 scholar-
ship; second place , $3 ,000, and third 
place, $2,000. 
The race course will be run on cam-
pus parking lots with designated cones 
and barricades. Each driver is allowed 
to have a practice lap and one chance at , 
the best time through the course . 
Rep. John ,Conyen 
addressed students 
Thursday at the 
Blackburn Center. 
' 
He gave re880118 for 
his support of a 
Black presidential 
candidate and the 
status of the Martin 
Luther Kin11: holiday ) 
b~ in the Senate 
News ourid 
the 
Nation 
A HD I TOP STAFF REPORT 
ARRINGTON RE-ELECTED 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.-Richard 
Arrington, fll'St Black mayor in Birm-
, ingham, Ala., won his bid for reelec-
tion Tuesday with 60 percent of the 
vote. 
Unofficial returns gave Arrington 
56,967 votes to 37 ,608 for white City 
Council President Jo~ Katopodis . 
Birmingham, once a city tomed by 
1 
racial violence and a segregationist city 
1 hall, had a heavy voter turnout follow-. 
ing a campaign that ran smoothly. 
••• 
KING SECOND IN 
' BOSTON 
BOSTON- Former state representa-
tive Melvin H. King, a Black, finished 
second in the mayoral preliminary 
Tuesday to white City Council member 
Raymond L. Aynn by 325 votes. 
The final totals gave Flynn 47 ,386 
votes to 47 ,06 l for King . The two will 
square off on Nov. J 5 with the winner 
succeeding four-tenn incumbent Kevin 
.ff . White . 
52,000 of Boston's newly registered 
voters went to the polls . As many as 
half of these voters were minorities who 
apparently regi stered to support King . 
The election marked a turning point 
for politics in Boston, a city tom by 
racial strife in the 1970's. 
••• 
FUNDS NEEDED 
Mayor Richard G . Hatcher of Gary , 
Indiana, Chairman of the Jackson Pre-
sidential Advisory Comrriinee, has be· 
gun a drive to raise funds for a possible 
1984 Democratic presidential bid by 
the Rev . Jesse L. Jackson , head of Op-
eration PUSH. 
The initial exploratory fund raising 
.effort is a campaign centered around the 
theme: ''Give A Jackson for Jackson '' 
($20)-President Andrew Jackson's 
picture is on a twenty dollar bill. 
''The polls and the crowds are saying 
'Run, Jesse, Run ,' but unless the ~ 
pie put their money where their mouth 
is 'Run, 1 Jcsse, Run ' could tum into 
'See, Jesse Run," said Hatcher . 
In addition, all funds contributed to 
the exploratory committee would count 
toward federal matching t'unds. To 
qualify for federal matching funds a 
candidate is required to raise 45,000 in 
20 states in contributions no longer than 
4250. 
Inquiries can be made by writing: 
Jackson Presidential Advisory Com-
mittee, 465 Broadway, Gary, Indiana 
46402, or by calling 219/88213388 or 
882-3280. 
• • 
••• . 
RECYCLERS HIT REC-
ORD MARK 
WASHINGTON, D.C.-
Americans of all ages collected a record 
28.3 billion all-aluminum cans recycl-
ed last year. lbcircan collection efforts 
represented more than one out of every 
two aluminum cans shipped in the U.S. 
in 1982. 
These figunos are reported in "Alu-
minum Statistical. Review for 1982,'' 
published by the Aluminum Associa-
tion . 
The 28 .3 billion all-aluminum cans 
recycled last year re~nted ·a 13.7 
peicent increase over the previous year. 
The 1982 recycling' total was derived 
from U.S . Bureau of Mines data in-
-dicating that 1. 12 billion pounds of alu-
minum cans were collected for recyc!, 
ing last year. 
''The large increase in recycled cans 
shows that aluminum recycling con-
tinues to be more effective each yCar,'' 
said John C . Bard, president of the Alu-
minum Association . ''The 13.7 percent 
jump in the can recyclers' collectioo 
, effortS last year shows the continuing 
strength of the recycling movement. '' 
••• 
ACADEMY ON COMPU-
TERS 
New York , N . Y .-Registration 
recently opened for Metropolitan New 
York area viewers who wish to enroll in 
the Academy on Computers, as an-
nounced by John Jay lselin, President 
of WNETfTHIRTEEN. 
The AOC is designed to help anyone 
who either owns or may want to pur-
chase a microcomputer. Those who 
might best benefit from participaiiDg 
arc business people, parentS and chil-
dren, teachers, high school and college 
students, and all professionals . 
''While the Academy's co.urse 
doesn't start until the week of January 
23, 1984," said lsclin, ''viewers must 
enroll now to allOw us to prepare and • 
mail the extensive course ware to· reg- -
istrants and assess their individual still 
levels .'' 
lnitialb', viewers in ten major public 
broadcasting service regions will have 
the opportunity to join the Academy: 
Those stations selected to premiere arc: 
KCET/Los Angeles, CA; KPBS/San 
Diego, CA; Kentucky Educational Net-
work; Nebraska Educational Network; 1 
WNED/Buffalo , NY; WNET/New 
York, NY; WXXURochester, NY· 
WMHT/Schenectady, NY; WGT 
Toledo, OH; WHA· TV/Madison, Wi. 
Jackson leaves PUSH • 
. 
Rev. Jessie Jackson 
·· ·•1,· ·· '!•·•l"l"rit•• 
. .. -..... 
- - --- - -----
mayoral preliniinary election in Boston 
have to have an effect on the Rev. Jack-
. son 's running for the office of presi-
dent. 
Jackson, 41, has been traveling 
throughout the South registering Blacks 
to vote .. According to The Joint Cc;nter 
for Political Studies, numbers of un-
registered voters who are Black in the 
Soµthern States are greater than 
Reagan's margin of victory in the 1980 
presidential election. 
' However, Black leaders around the 
country worry about the Jackson can-
didacy. Many leaden believe that if 
Jackson decides to run for president, be 
might send a back lash of voies from 
' candidates such as Glen and Mondalc, 
who might have a good cb•nce of de-
feating President Reagan in 11184. Polls 
show that if Jack.son runs for president 
he would probably receive four to five 
percent of the vote . 
Democratic party rules swe that a 
.. candidtlC must win at least 20 F ~rc:eat 
of the voce in a primaly election to pill -
any delega~es. This will become a . 
difficult task for Rev . Jrlson ID,. 
ceive a substantial amount of the coa- . 
ventions 4,000 delegates needed to win 
the nomination. 
If the Rev. Jacbondecidestonmfor 
the Democratic nomination, be will 
' 
• 
Rev. Jesse Jacbon began his tempo-
ruy leave of absence as president of 
~eople United to Serve Humanity 
(PUSH) to decide wbetheror not be will 
ND for the Democntic presidential 
nomimlioo. 
have to rely on a rainbow co.Jition. of .. 
_...,,.. ..... 
The "'°"DI wins of Huold Washing· 
ton in Chici.10 u mayor. Wilson 
Gaode ceNlidetr in tbe fbi'edelphia 
mayoral mcc, and soo;=ir of for•t r 
••k l'epi IC D~VC Melvin ~ in the.-
• 
blacks, women. bispanica, peace activ.; .. ~·) .; 
ists, and whites. · · '~ 
Rev. Jackson aucxessor will be a 
·Cbicaao lawyer .Thomas N. Todd. 
Todd help Rev. J ... IOO fOWld tbe 
PUSH twi*"''M*• ii 1971. 
• 
\ 
• 
P9e ·• 
I 
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'· 
get a · taste o'f Howard 
• • • 
',. 
. ·. 
" ' 
' 
• 
• 
West Gen11ans Norbert lil.iSt"r J11d l'cter Ensberg in lhe lounge of Slowe Hall where they live . 
• 
• 
The Hilltop, Friday October 14,_ \983 
I!! !!!!!! 
.. 
anaays1s towud- AiiiCilcAn-ro~ 
i11y;::-1<KiE'i1,•1,'iiy;-&Mli;;;;l;;C;;H;;E"'L"'L-Cc-;;""LA"'""RK=' policy. There is better disclUSion 
Iatern•tlonal Editor- · and better courses here,'' Glaser 
~-----------_. said, adding that "I often think 
Exchange programs, such as the - ~cscarch and science at Georgetown 
International Student Exchange is done f?r the State Department.•• 
Program, provide Howard students ,, Ac~ord.ing to Ensberg, though his 
with a chance to travel to other sOCial life could be better, I don't 
countries and give foreign stlldents 8 f~I l~nely because I don't depend 
chance to come to the university. exclus1velr on other people to enjoy 
West Ge11nany's Peter Ensberg my free , time. But most J?e<>Ple @!~ 
~d Norbert Glaser are participants very nice .• " . . 
1n the ISEP program which brought En.sber.g S3.ld he belicv~ that being 
them to Howard for a year a nunonty at Howard will help him 
Glaser, a political science major· ~o understand the Black cxpericnc:e 
said both Georgetown artd Howard in America. which is his major fi.dd 
participate in ISEP but "I didnt or. study. ,,,, . 
want to study at Georgetown If I want to ~riously understand 
because their political science the Black .expenence, I have to put 
department is so conservative." myself 1n their situation.•• 
Ensberg, who is studying Afro- _Both students expressed disap-
American studies and English, frrst po1~~ment ~t . the low level- of 
came to the United States last year pol1t1cal a~t!v1ty . at Howard. ''At 
when he studied at the Center for my home_ un1vers1ty, there would be 
Southern Studies at the University many ~l1tical groups,•• Glaser said. 
of ' Mississippi. ''Even 10 the cafeteria, different 
''People look at me very strangely groups would be giving out papers 
when I tell them I studied at the and brochu!~· O~ this campus, you . 
Center," Ensberg said. 1•eut 1 see no pal1t1cal life. But in class, 
learned all about slavery and Black th_ere ts a lot of political 
literature. Then I said 'what would d 1 s c u s s i o n s . • ' 
be the best place to study Afro- Ensberg agreed with Glaser, but 
·American history?• and I thought added that Howard students are 
the best place would be Howard much more politically involved than 
University in Washington D c •• those at the University of Mississip-
Both Ens berg ~d Glase; sa; a"re pi where ''t~e big political event .. . 
pleased with the academic at- was the election of the Homecoming 
mosphere at Howard. They admit, Q u e e. ~ .. ' ' . . 
ho.wever, that it is not always easy In. add!t1on to ad Justing to Howard 
being a minority for the first time in Un1vers1ty, Glaser and En~berg said 
their lives . they must get used to American 
Glaser said, ''A friend spent a year societ~. Glaser · said he knew that 
here and he told me about the pro· America was the home of rich and 
blems, but he found he had learned PD?r, but ''it's a difference to read 
much here . I find it even more dif- articles and to see these things." 
ficult than I expected because there Ensberg added that, "I think the 
is not only a color difference, but an gap . between rich and poor is in· 
age difference .•• ·credibly great here. I had a vague 
But Glaser said he would still' idea, but when I cam~ here, it was 
rather attend Howard " than s hocking. '' 
Gcorg!!town, where he might fit in Despite the adjustments Ensberg 
ea s i er . has had to · make, he said he had no 
"The people here are oppressed regrets about coming to Howard. 
and so you have a more criticai ''I think it will be a good year.'' 
\ 
. - l Ch11rch stand By G_HA!'iA _O. WILSON Hilltop Staflwrlter 
funds University 
' 
By (;HANA 0 , Wit.SON 
Hillt o • Sta ffwril l'r 
l ' l1c Gencr:tl 1\ .~se111l)ly of 1!1e 
lloward U111\'Cr s ity Silltlent 
Association rt·ceives :tppruxin1at ely 
4.5 percent of 1-IUSA's fi11a11ces 
whicl1 is to tx.• u.seP to fi11a11cial ly 
assist cl1artered slLde111 orga11 iza-
t io 11 i11 I1eed 1 of fu11ds. 
· But cl;1i111 'i l1a\1e been 111ade tl1a1 the 
GA is biased i11 its awarding of 
fund s lo i111er11atio11al s111dent 
org:111izations. Allegatio11s t1avc 
bee11 111ade that tl1e ublai11i 11g of 
mo11ey fro111 GA (by i111ernational 
studenl s a11d orga11i1atio11 ' ) is 
directly rcla1ed to tl1e level of con-
scious11ess anrl 111entality of 1l1ose i11 
office . ,, 
HUSA Presiden1 Nate Jones SiJ,id 
these charges are rld it·ulous. ''No 
mor1cy is gl1ar~1111ecd ' to a11y 
organizalion, regard less. Every 
Organi zation reques1i ng mo11ey· 
fron1 !he GA sl1b111 its a proposal 
and based 011 rha t proposal the GA 
either appro'lc~ or rejects it. No en-
tity i.s a11y b;ttcr or is more privileg-
ed tl1a11 1!1e other." 
Jo11es al so s1a1ed that to date no in· 
ternatio11al s111dent organizations 
have reque~ t.cd 11or received money 
fron1 , th e !GA. 
Loxley ()~C'or111or, former presi -
de111 of the Caribbean Stude11t 
Association sa id, ''during _the , 
1982-83 sch90l year the CSA was 
.given SI ,800 from the GA. This, he 
s_aid, ''was t}le largest sum of n1oney 
tl1at the · C.'SA. has ever gotten f ro111 
them . '' 
'No 111orie_r is 
g1111rarttee(/ It> 
litiy <>rganizatio1i ••. ' 
---- ---
The GA received $28,931 from 
HUSA in 1982, Some of the other 
i tions 
lhat received money from the GA 
were the African Student Union 
($800) and the South African 
Students Commit lee ($500). 
Howard Ntwell, former president 
of HUSA agreed with O'Connor. 
Newell said !hat ''the CSA nor any 
other internalional student 
organization received as much 
m?~eY frpr~ GA'' t~an when his ad-
1n1n1stra11on was 1n power. "The 
' ' n1a1n reaso11 being,'' Newell said ''is 
that the 111entality and level of con-
scious11ess of !hose in his ad· 
n1inistration." 
Winstoh 1·0111linson, Newell's vice· 
president is from the Caribbean 
'11tt: 11resertl 
aJ1/1i11istration 
cldi111s to' 11.ave 
I 
i1istit1ited a 
11ew 11/a11 i11 the 
i11terest oj' being 
fair a11d u11biased.' 
Newell added. 
that ''the people in office now don't 
really concern themselves with the 
international students because most 
of them did not utlize the interna-
tional students' vote to get into of. 
fic ~e. , 
" H owever, those whp do try to 
lit:lp the ir1ter11ati'o11al students are 
usually the representatives from the 
.school of Architecture, Engineerina 
and the professional schools. These 
are the students who the interna-
tional 
on apartheid 
office." 
B• C:HEH\l "•:Nt:E • ·•uu ·1·. During the 1979·80 administration ,, n.1 - ...,'-"-"-" 
led by William (Kali) Hill the Carib- Hilltop Staffwritcr 
bean Student Association was the 
only international student organiza-
tion to receive any riloney from GA; 
It received $300. ' 
The lines betw'!en Blacks and whites 
in South Africa today are becoming 
more tightly drilwn, and the Church 
will be forced to take a c·lear cut stand 
on apartheid, either to .advocate sub· 
stantial change or to maintain the status 
quo, said Dr. Rohen Edgar, of the Afzi. 
can Studies and Research Center, in a 
However, financial records in· 
dicate that many of the programs 
that HUSA sponsored at this time 
were geared toward international 
students. The Hilltopwas unable to 
recent interview. 
obtoi11 financial records of the GA fror11 . the 1980·82 HUSA ad- Edgar, assistant professor of history. 
is currently researchng African protest 
ministrations led by Andre Gatson, movements in South Africa. 
Jan1es Ball and Walter Woods, Aziz 
Ahmed, respectively. 1be vast majority of the South Afri-
The present H USA ad1111ntStration can population is Christian, according 
claims to have inslituted a new plan to Edgar. The Church is one of the few 
institutions in which blacks have a in the interest of being fair and un· 
biased. The GA will no longer have voice, and is even more important for 
a financial advisor; it will have a representing African aspirations , he ex· 
financial coinmittee. The financial plained. In paSt years , however, the Church 
committee will consist of the Jinan· has been reluctant to confront the gov-
cial advisors from HUSA (Mark emment on apanheid. lbe ~ain reason 
Hall), UGSA (Gloria Tucker), GSA for this, he 1said,~is 15ccausC the church (Ricky Farr), and two other ap- hierarchieµ ave been traditionally 
p o, i n t e e s . dominated by whites who favor a ·'go 
GA ·s budge/ for this year is slow approach'' to this 1X>licy. 
$30,651. It is hoped that with the The Dutch Reformed Church 
changes in the GA financial areas (DRC), which is the dominent church 
that international student organiza- in South Africa, is often referred to as 
lions will be among the other cam· the ••Nationalist Party at prayer," 
pus organizations to receive money according to Edgar. Closely associated 
from the GA . Along with theallega- 1· 
tions about the GA came allegations 
against the present HUSA ad· 
ministration, which is accused of be-
ing insensitive to the needs of the in-
ternational students. 
Jn past administrations, there has 
been an office of international af-
fairs. This year the office no longer 
exists within HUSA. 
Jones said that ''although there is 
no longer an 'office' of interna-
tional affairs, HUSA still intends to 
address the problems and concerns 
of international students.•• 
''The Church mould 
talce a 
tlaeolopcal-ethical 
1y1lem of apartheid.'' 
Jones also said that ''the name is with Afrikanei's, the ORC, hiStorically. 
no longer there but the gist of what has promoted a theological justification 
the office of inter11atio11al affairs for white domination , Edgar s<1id . 
would do is still here, We've incor- ThecoloredbranchoftheDRC, once 
porated it into a res«1rch institute subscrviant to the white DRC, have in 
which tkaJs with cu~nt ~nts ll1Ul receDI )'an. become more assertive in 
policies tlrllt q//«t intmt11tio""'. · eulhlishina its own independence and 
stuMnts Mre at HowonJ. •• in . ending the rheok>sically jus1ifted 
oponbcid, Fdgar ••ploined. 
' 
The colored branch has threatened to 
break away from the DRC . "'This 
momentous step would send shock 
waves through the white DRC, '' Edgar 
exclaimed. This move would upset the 
traditional ''paternalistic arrange· 
ment , ·' he added. 
The Rev. Allan Boesak., a leader of 
~ 
this branch, and president of the World 
Alliance of Reformed Churches 
(W ARC) has been largely responsible 
for the recent sustained theological 
attack on apartheid. BQCsak. , who is in· 
tema"tionally known, recently spoke 
here at Howard University. 
liecause he is internationally known, 
Boesak: will be an im1XJrtant figure to 
contend with in the future, Edgar pre· 
dieted. Boe5* is expected by many to 
play an imponant role in shaping. South 
Africa's future . 
- Other churches have addressed the 
apartheid issue, Edgar said. The Pro. 
testants, which include mainly An· 
glicans, Methodists, and Presbyterians, 
have been much more assertive in 
attackiitg apartheid, he commented . 
They have encouraged whites not to 
join the military, for example which 
they believe is an oppressive mech-
anism. 
In the last 20 years , Edgar said, there · 
has been a movement of blacks in 
church hierarchies . Bishop Desmond 
.Tutu, a prominent Angl~can priest, has 
emerged as a dynamic leader in the 
church, he said. 
'The Catholic church, which has a 
large African following. has sent Ql.lt 
''mixed messages '' about .apartheid, 
Edgar stated. Bishop Denis E. Hurley is 
one of the few Catholics who has ac-
tively challenged apartheid, he assert-
ed. Hurley was instrumental in integrat-
ing Catholic schools, he added. 
•·Apartheid is morally indefens-
ible,". Edgar contended. The Church· 
sh~ld take a theological-ethical stand 
against rhe system ol·apanheid , he said. 
ibc Church's influence should not be 
coofined to the church, but should enact 
change in the political and economic 
systems, he added . "The church could 
have 1 sutmanttaJ impact on events in 
Soudl Africa IS I whole," he coaclud-
ed. 
On Wednesday Sep<ember28, 1983 
the Caribbean Student Association hel 
its annual elections. 1bc new President 
Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer: 
and Public Relations Officer are as fol 
lows: Howard Mc intosh, Erika Hard 
ing, Margaret Lohing, Dean Sirjuc, 
Helen Stiebel. 
1be CSA, under its new Jeadershipt 
accomplish the following thing~: 
I . to provide responsible an 
pragmatic leadership 
2. actively develop programs wi -
other campus and off-campus org . 
nizations 
' 3. encourage and promote a grea1c 
female involvement in the CSA 
4 . provide educational, political 
and cultural programs to in' crease 
student awareness of contribUIJ""' 
owed to the Caribbean communi 
and other oppressed people of 
world . · 
In addition to these things, the C 
also seeks to continue and expand 
, existing programs such as: 
I . orientation activities 
2. Caribbean week 
3. Intramural activities 
4. Christmas in the Caribbean 
Although there are appoxirilatcly 471 
Caribbean students here ·at Howard, on 
ly 180 students voted in the election. 
Some Caribbean students attribute dii 
to the fl<Ct that they didn't know when 
the elections were being held. Mcin-
tosh does Dot feel as if the tum out was 
unusually small . ''The u~·•I tum ou 
is about as much as came out o 
WrAnc"1ay," he said. No more 
180-200 students usually vote in 
CSA elections.' ' 
As for the students not k.nowi 
where the polling was taking place, M 
Intooh fccls that the polls were visible. 
"The polls were set up in the school 
An:hitccture and the low school. If 
~ed for diem they were very Vis 
'ble .. I , 
Mc lntosh is very confidont oOOul 
competence and obility of the 
members of his adminiltrltion. H 
feels however chat cbe main pobk:m · 
the put CSA edminjKQ~ hid W.S 
Wufficicnl puhtic ....... ,.. office. 
,_. ""''_,_ ml fli* ia 
tbo1 Hel' n Stiebel will ... a 
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SAVE 100/o ALL YEAR 
WITH MERRY GO ROUND'S 
STUDENT l.D. CARD. 
Cruise into Merry Go Round and pick up your 
FREE Student 1.0 . Card and get -
1°'9 off the largest selection of forward 
fashions for guys and gals anywhere. 
10% off all clothing, including -
-. Hot leather pants and jackets. 
• High fashion shirts, tops and 
sweatshirts. • 
• Parachute pants, dress 
slacks and designer jeans. 
• Fashion Accessories -
' ties, belts and hats. 
• 
• 
• 
' 
" 
UNIQUE FASHIONS 
FOR GUYS AND GALS 
• 
~-
/ "'"· ./ 
. " t ?" 
' 
. Springfield Mall • Wheaton Plaza 
La}<e Forest Mall • Forest Village Park 
• • 
• 
""' j,~ ..,o<" ~,.Ci- ~\ ~ .. ". ~'\e -~\e<e ~,~<i; C,'>~ " ~ ""' o~e . o->?i''eff~ 
o,e'-'a.s-o~ 
• 
• 
,, 
•• • 
..... ,.. ... 
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I Howard University Bookstore I HAS YOUR FREE SAMPLE PACK OF GENERAL FOODS" INTERNATIONAL COFFEES I I WAITING FOR YOU. PRESENT THIS COUPON AND HAVE A TASTE ON us. 
I Sample 1-'acks are available at your college lX>Oksi.ore wh ilL• supplies last. If sample pack is not available I at your college bookstore, send the collpon with complete<! form belo\v to General Foods• ii 
I International Coffees Sample Pack Offer, l~O. 8{1x 3551, Kar1kakee, Illinois 60902. I N•m• S<hool ~ i 11 Addre ci.,, •• ,,. - lj 
I FREE Limit- one'"l"'''P'''"''ome•. FREE 11 
Sample Pack This offer expires December 16, 1983. Sample Pack ~ 
• 
-· I ~ 
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btergraph Corporation was 
established in 1969 as a high 
technology research, engineering, and 
consulting company. TOday 
Intergraph is a leading manufacturer 
of turnkey interactive graphics 
systems. A reputation for high quality 
hardware and software along with 
responsive long-term support has 
sustained a sales growth rate 
exceeding 65% compounded per 
annum over the past five years. 
Intergraph employs more than 2,000 
people worldwide in its marketing, 
technical research and'development, 
manufacturing and field service . 
• 
' 
• 
We Will be 
the fo/Jowinon campus to 
g disciplines: recruit in 
• 
• 
Intergraph offers careers in the 
following technical areas: 
Contact College Placement Office 
concerning location. 
' 
• Electrical Engineering 
• Mechanical Engineering 
• Computer Science 
• Applied Math 
• Computer Fngineering 
System Development 
A_pplication 
FJectronic Design 
Mechanical Design 
· INT~ 
Huntsville, Alabama 
An Equal Orronun11~· E.mrlo~·cr 
Ma1lage11te11t !1ifo1·11tafiu·1i S11ste1r1s Depa1·t1nertl 
of 
• 
MORGAN STANLEY & CO. 
lnrorporoted 
i111•ites al I se11 iors. of all 1najors, e.~peciall11 tllose purs11i11g honors 
li~g rees, to ll µ rese n tat iorl 0·11 ou1· M a·nage·nie Ill 7'raini·1ig P1·og1·a1n 
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REVIEW & OUTLOOK 
Dr. Cheek at Midterm 
The.midterm season is upon us oncc 1 
again . That means it's time to check in 
with President Check to see how well 
he's faring so far this academic year. As 
usual, the President is tackling a full 
load, including architecture, com-
munications, f111ancc, accounting, poli- 1 
tics and management. . 
In architecture, Dr. Check.rites ari' 
A+ . He did very well by the new $7 
million undergraduate library, a much-
necded facility (with a capacity for one 
milion volumes) that finally opened its 
doors this fall .· Also, work is proceed-
ing very nicely on the $11 .5 million 
business school building. Additionally, 
the oft-promised, long-awaited parking 
garage oil Foui'th St. is taking shape. 
· The president earns a solid A in com: 
munications ! University-operated 
WHMM-TV, lb~ nation's only black-
owned Public Broadcasting System 
·ielevision station, has steadily increas-
ed its hours of o~ration . Additionally , 
the station, is now producing programs 
for airing over PBS' 290-station net-
work . The President also gets credit for 
endorsing the School of CQm-
munications' establishment of a labora-
tory newSpaper for fledging journalism 
students . The p8.per, governed by jour-
nalism department faculty, has the 
potential to become integral reading in 
the neighborhoods surrounding the 
University . 
Dr . <;heck manages a respectable 
B + in finance and if he can figure out a 
solution to a few remaining problems 
he can push that grade higher. The Uni-
versity offers a number of scholarships 
to finance students' education and very 
few students have been unable to pur-
sure their studies here because they 
couldn ' t get some financial assistance . 
Also. the University· continues to offer 
~s very Jil)eraJ deferred payment plan to 
(t!iose students ~ho can't pay all of their 
fees up front . The student accounts 
office. which has been a glaring trouble 
spot in bygone years, has finally been 
computerized. promising shorter lines 
in semesters to come. 
Among problems remaining. the 
financial aid office is consistently be-
hind in processing student assistance 
; forms . Also. the University has not 
found a way 10 offer the much needed 
deferred payment program without los-
ing bushels of money . 
Accounting has been something of a 
sore spot for the President thi~ fall . Be-
cause he can't seem to figure out how to 
balance the University's books----which 
show a whopping $6.6 million deficit 
for the laSt fiscal year-he receives an 
Incomplete D. Some members of the 
President's inner circle complain 
privately that the accounting ftrm that 
audited the University's, books had a 
bias against black schools. Rather than 
rationalize the University's accounting 
deficiency, we suggest Dr. Cheek. seek 
remedial help in balancing budgets 
from sorheone like David Stockman. 
The Ptcsident's performance in 
politics-his strong suit-is good for 
another A. Dr. Cheek completed all of 
the required work: necessary to ensure 
the University $14.S.2 million in federal 
government funding for the coming 
fiscal year. Additionally, the President 
has demonstrated considerable political 
prowess in attracting funds for the Uni-
versity from numerous Fortune 500 
companies . 
Dr. CbeCk rccCiVes extra credit for 
pursuading the ~hairman of In-
ternational Telegraph & Telephone to 
sit on the University's truste.c board . 
ITT subsidiary Continental Bakery 
owns that ghastly Wonder Bread build-
ing opposite the Howard Inn . Convinc-
ing the ITf chairman that Continental 
bakery doesn't need that eyesore of a 
building should be a piece of cake for 
Dr. Cheek. 
As for managemcqt, the President 
rates a steady B . His bot Cl decision to 
give walking papers to two high rank-
ing (but obviously ·ineffective) Univer-
siry officials----Dorscy Lane, the formc~ 
general counsel, and Lorraine Will 
liims, the former academic affairs vice 
president- was tough, but fair . The 
President chose an excellent replace-
ment for Dr. Williams in Michael Win-
ston, erstwhile director of the 
Moorland-Spingam Research Center. 
1be Univ~rsity must rectify its shon-
com~gs in personnel management . 
The unrelated cases of Ernest Hard-
away and Sharon Banks-two well-
paid city officials who unethically 
padded their incomes by moonlighting 
as professors at the University- an: 
glaring examples of the University's in-
adCquacy in investigating the back-
grounds of its employees. 
All in all, it has ,not been a bad semes-
ter for the Prcsidc;,nt . If he can keep up 
the good work in the areas in which he 
is doing well and improve his mark at 
least a letter grade in the one area in 
which he is doing abysmally -
• • 
accounting-he will finish the semester 
with a grade point average above 3 .2 
That would be griod enough for him to 
make the Dean's List . 
Gloom anf' Doom . • 
• 
• 
We are for:iunate to have leaders like 
Revs. Benjamin Hooks, Jesse Jackson. 
and Joseph Lowe(y . Were it not for the 
'persistent doonisaying of these 
• 
gentleffien- an\I. some others in the 
black leaedership ranks-abOut the 
woeful state of blacks in .this ·nation. 
o ne might actu~ly think black people 
were "making some progress . . 
Not so, the three v~ry r~verend 
gentlemen insi.st . Says PUSH president 
Jackson: · · we can do more than pro-
gre ss . We can win . · · The way for 
blacks to ·'win,." Jl~v •. Jackson ·say~. is 
to rout lhe · 'regressive Reagan regirtie'' 
from" the White House and insert in Mr. 
Reagan 's·. place a more sympathetic 
president- preferably Rev . Jackson 
himself. 
NAACP executive director Hooks 
pre~1y much agrees with what Rev . 
Jackson espouses (except the idea of the 
PUS H president becoming the U .S. 
president) . His arguments go beyond 
'Reagani s m to the very essence of 
Americ~n pol itics and economics . 
, ''Many of us_ have watched oppressive 
. ' racists ot institutions of racism clutch 
not only what is theirs but also to that 
which belongs to us," Rev . Hooks 
says. ··we send out the call to join the 
battle for a fair" share of America 's 
wealth and power ." 
Finally , Southern Christian I cader-
ship Conference president Lowery 
chimes in along the same rhetorical 
lines. ··we must have an econon\ic re-
vival,'' he says simply . ''We must have 
a political revival . " 
l!nquestionably, there is some truth 
in what those three distinquished black 
leaders say . But one wonders if the 
black condition in America is really as 
lamentable as. their statements suggest . 
Indeed, it is ironic that they would 
make such hyperboliz.ed statements in 
light of black accomplishments in the 
last 12 months. 
The so-called ''regressive Reagan 
regime'' that Rev, Jackson speaks 
about did not prevent Lt. Col . Guion 
Bluford from becoming the first black , 
astronaut in space . Nor did Mr. Reagan 
instruct governmental operatives to in-
filtrate the National Press Club to pre-
vent Associated Press reporter Betty 
Ann Williams from becoming the ·first 
'
1 :'1.t'k. president in the club's 64-year 
~,... '; )'. 
• • 
The · 'oppres~ive ra i:; ists Or in-
stitutions of racism' ' that Rev . Hooks 
allud.cs to did not preyent Vanessa Wil-
liams, the 20-year old musical theater 
major at Syracuse University , from, be-
coming the first black to win the covet-
ed crown of Miss America . However, 
Rev . Hooks--ev.er the pcssimist-
offercd thi:t rather gloomy comment af-
, 
te . r Mi~s Williams' exhilirating 
triumph: ''. It will .. : . wake up Amcr-
ic~s to· the tragedy ·or excluding blacks 
fro·m the competitive arenas of life .'' 
By conttast, former New York Con-
gresswoman Shirley Chisholm, a s 
much a black leader in her day as Hooks 
is now, chose to sec the positive aspect 
of Miss Williams ' victory . '' Inherent 
rac!sm in America must be diluting it-
self,'' she said . 
Like Rev . Jackson and Hooks , Rev . 
Lowery has spoken without the neces-
sary qualification. of his comments . 
''WC must have an economic revival ,·· 
he says, obviously unaware that black 
/businesses collectively enjoyed their 
most prosperous 12 months ever in the 
past fiscal year . Black. Enterprise 
reported in June that total sales of the 
top 100 black businesses topped the S2 
billion mark for the first time in history . 
In fact, total sales of the top 100 black 
businesses has risen a mind-boggling 
· 460% in the past 10 yean, from $473 
million in FY 72 to S2. 17 billion in FY 
82. 
Rev . Lowery also calls for a black 
''polilical revival, •• obviously ignoring 
Harold Washington' s dramatic mayoral 
victory in Chicago earlier this year and 
Wilson Goode's imminent victory in 
the race for Philadelphia's mayoral 
chair. Assuming a Goode victory in 
Philadelphia, blacks will reign as chief 
executive in foui of the nation's five 
largest cities . 
While conditions in this counuy arc 
not as rosy as blacks would like them to 
be, neither are they as dismal as 
portrayed by some of our woebegone 
black. leaders. The black accomplish-
ments of the past 12 months rcpn:aent 
milestones along the uphill road toward 
eventual parity for blacks in America . 
Rather than peni!tendy bemoaning the 
n-1 dW ltill stretches before US, WC 
should be encowaged by the dislance 
we hive ~y covm.i. 
.. 
't. ' l . . - . ~
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Blacks Hurt by Sanctions on South Africa 
Well, Congress just returned from its 
summer recess. Of course, the nation would 
be better off if they extended their recess 
indcfiniccly . But that's neither here nor 
there. One proposed piece of legislation fac -
ing our national legislature is H.R. 1693 
''Modifying Our Relations Toward South 
A Minority View 
By Walter Williams 
Africa,'' which is co-sponsored by Stephen 
J . Solarz (0 .-N.Y.). The thrust of H.R. 
1693 is to: ( I) require U.S. companies, of 
more than twenty employees, located in 
South Africa, to have afflmlative-action 
programs; (2) .ban all importation of 
Krugcmmds, and (3) prohibit U.S. banks 
from making loans to the South African 
government. The reasoning, I suppose, be-
hind this legislation is to pressure South 
Africa as a means to get her to dismantle 
apartheid . 
Pase.al once said, ''Men never do evil so 
compleccly and cheerfully as when they do 
it from a religious convic1ion . '' Thi s 
though1 characterizes much of the contem-
porary rhetoric and policy towards South 
Africa. 
Even the most casual· observer of South 
Africa's political-ecoqomic scene will 
agree that its government denies basic hu-
man rights to blacks in su'ch areas as free-
dom of movement, employment and equal 
protection under the law. However, con-
xnsus reached on present and historic in-
justices does not, itself, magica11y produce 
effective U.S. policy which helps South 
African blacks. We have to think! 
H.R. 1693 is a mild form of disinvest-
ment by comparison to others that have been 
proposed . But we need to ascertain whether 
any form of disinvestment is effective poli-
cy . First of all, U.S. direct investment in 
South Africa is about $2 billion, ·or 16 per-
cent of foreign .investment, which amounts 
to about five pcrc.ent of total investment. As 
a percentage , the U.S. investment in Sooth 
Africa is not very important . However, it is 
important in South Africa' s high-tech sec-
tor. c-t-
But to the extent that foreign investment 
and trade produces jobs black and white 
South Africans benefit from economic rela-
r 
tions with the U.S. One target of Congress-
man Solan bill· is South rAfrica'a .. nining 
industry . That's too b.s bec•11se mining is a 
source of job opportunity for over '°°·000 
blacks. South African mining, conscruction 
and agriculture not only provides jobs for its 
indigenous population but also fqr guest 
workers from neighboring counltie·s. 
Blacks from the following coUntrieS 'wofk in 
South Africa: Mozambique (40,000), Zim-
babwe (2,000) , Malawi (l~.000), Bots-
wana (16,000). Plus a large number who 
slip in illegally to wort. 1liele worters 
come to South Africa not seeking political 
rights but a higher standard of. living. In 
fact , black South Africans enjoy a standard 
of living which is about the highest on the 
continent. 
South African blacks arc indeed mistreat-
ed at the hands of the state. But if we're 
going to help, shouldn' t we make sure our 
''help'' docsn'thurt. Trade sanctiOns would 
hurt. In fact, most who might be called 
black leaders in South Africa are strongly 
against disinvestment . They are Gatsha 
Buthelezi, chief of Zulus, 1-u<;y Mvubelo, 
general-secretary of South Africa' s largest 
union, David Thcbchali, mayor of Soweto, 
Sam Motsuenyanc; president of the Nation-
, ol-~bor q{,ComDIC!"'< t!!ld plb-· 
en. They all point to the fact that economic 
tira CO~ West improve the (.COOOl'Dic lot of 
blacks md break down the barrien of opor-
tbcid u well . 
South Africa does not .,treat its black 
citizens right, but it does not have anywhere 
near the atrocious l'CCOld of other black na-
tions •• ~ee!LWA !Qd 1978 f.ll!iopia •JI:" 
ecutod'30,000 pebple; die Burunai goV.m-
ment·i'killed 2'0,00Q people; Idi Amin's 
Usanda musacr<d ~ 300.000 people, 
and the tale goes oo without public outcry-
and ~t Congreaman Solarz.poposing 
hdc -.ctions againtl me. brutal gov-
e~cs. But, of coune, that 's blacks 
brutaJf#• blacb, which is okay in the 
mind;I ef maay both bctt and atwo.d. 
1bore' I ID admonition given to medical 
doctors, priMIUI non ~ere. It means, 
"Finl do II\) harm," wru.ir we would be 
well-advised to hoed in 'our policy toward 
South Africa. 
Dr. Williams is a black. economics pro-
fessi>T aJ George MlllOtl Universily . 
• 
Repudiation of a Black Candidate . 
By .bseph Perkins 
Aboul a month ago. William H. Murphy 
Jr. losl his bid to become Baltimore 's first 
black mayor. I was pleased . I know Mr . 
Murphy - I met lhe former Circuit Court 
judge rwosummers ago when I was a report-
ing~with 'The Baltimore Sun. Mr. 
On Politics 
Murphy - or ''Billy·· as he prefers to be 
called - is a very engaging , quotable gen1le· 
man . He is not . however. mayoral timber . 
On the other hand , Mr. Muphy 's op-
ponent . incumben1 mayor William Donald 
Schaefer, is one of the most capable cily 
executives in the country . In hi s 12·Ybrr 
tenure as steward of the nation 's ninth larg.~ 
est city . Balli more has been transformed 
from a decaying municipali1y 10 a shining 
example of urban revilal ization . 
e,olitically savvy Mayor Schaefer raised 
almost half a billion dollars to rebuild Balti-
more· s downtown. Today , black and white 
· Baltimoreans alike boast about the city's 
J.M.· Pei-designed World Trade Center, its 
spectacular National Aquarium, its posh 
Convention Center and its No . I tourist 
attraction, Harborplace . 
With his sterling record of accomplish-
ment . Mayor Schaefer obviously deserved 
reelection. Yet , Mr. Murphy ran against 
him anyway . Why? Because Baltimore is 
55% black and Mr. Murphy felt he could 
win a racially polarized election. a la Harold 
Washington. Mr. Murphy made an appeal 
to black voters on purely racial grounds. 
The maj o ri1y of Baltimore 's black 
voters - about 60% - recognized the 
superficial ity of Mr. Murphy 's candidacy 
and repudiated him in favor of M;ayor 
Schaefer. All 1old. the Mayor resoundingly 
defeated the former Circuit Court judge by 
more lhan 100.000 of lhc roughly 225,000 
votes cast. 
Paradoll.:ical as ii seems. ii is good for 
blacks that black mayordl candida1e Mur-
phy failed in his elec1ion bid . It would have 
been unconscionable for a candidate as un-
qualified as Mr . Murphy - black or 
otherwise - to unseat a mayor as effective 
as Mr. Schaefer. When blacks - or any 
other ethnic group for that 
matter - disregard the merit of candidates 
and vote solely on the basis of ethnicity, 
they do themselves a great disservice. lbcy 
may actually place in office a candidate of 
their own ethnic origin who is much less 
capable of responding to their needs than a 
candidate of a different ethnic origin . Such 
would have been the case in Ba1timorc. 
That is why it was disconcerting to see 
black politicos like Atlanta mayor Andrew 
Young and Georgia State Sen. Julian Bond 
campaigning in Baltimore with Mr. Mur-
phy . lbeir appearan<:es in Baltimore on Mr. 
Murphy's behalf indicate that they feel race 
is a more important consideration in elec-
tions than fitness for office. If that is the 
case, then lbomas Bradley should not be 
mayor of predominantly white Los Angeles 
and Wilson Goode should be turned back in 
his quest for the mayoral chair in predomi-
nantly white Philadelphia. 
When black candidates appeal to primari-
ly while voting constituencies , they ask the 
• 
Voters to put biasC:s aside ind Vote for or 
against them on the basis of their ability to 
perform in office . That is the correct thing to 
·c1o . It follows then that it is hypocritical for 
some black candidates to make backdoor 
appeals to bllf,Ck voters to ''support their 
own,•• regardless of the candidate's legisla-
tive or administrative ability. 
If the attaiitmcnt of political clout in the 
l-980s is one of the Jl'.llin goals of blacks , 
then black ·office aspirants must make an 
effort to adapt postures that arc not only 
attractive 10 their black constituents; but to 
other constituencies as well . Black candi-
dates, like Mr. Mwphy, who insist on play-
ing the racial polarization game certainly 
don't help matters. 
1bc black candidates that will do best 
electorally in the 1980s will be out of the 
Wilson Goode mold . He will not win his 
election next month because he made a 
cheap racial appeal . He will win because he 
is the best man for the job. 
Mr. Perl:.im, winmr of a Sigl'M Delta Chi 
award for editorial commentary, is TM 
Hil/Jop's Editorial Page Editor. 
False-hearted Liberals Threaten Black Colleges 
By T ony Brown Interest'' does just that. Sandwiched in be-
tween several pedan1ic 1.i1les and scholarly 
America is a culturally pturaliftic il!!Mt!; \Wf'dle''lrtidc ! 'Descgregatins 
ety . However , liberal racists argue that lhe r Dcbilitaling Higher Education?'' by Q. 
various ethnic, cul1ural and racial groups itfield Ayres in the Fall 1982 issue . 
need specialized ins1i1u1ions undt!r 1he.ir The author, whose race is unknown , be-
cootrol to meet their unique needs-save gins. his argument by boasting of the role of 
black Americans. They simply need to be the Office for Civil Righls of the Depart-
with whites--even if it means failure . ment of Education and the NAACP Legal 
An example of this new genre of raci sm Defense and Education Fund (this is not the 
app.eared in a journal renowned for rea1 NAACP of Ben Hooks , but the one led 
formulating Public policy by influencing by the while liberal Jack Greenberg under 
major thought leaders-and ·'The Public court order 10 drop lhe NAACP initials from · 
Problems with Third Parties 
Several weekends ago, I was in San Fran-
cisco attending the national convention of 
the Citizens Party . The Citizens Party was 
only ooc of several small prolest parties that 
caucused during that particular weekend . In 
New York City. less than one hundred de le-· 
gates met at the Seamen 's Church lns1itute 
for the Socialist Party's national conven· 
tion . On the right .• the corporate-backed 
The Grassroots 
By Manning Marable 
Libertarian Party also me1 in Manha11an . 
· The Citizens Party differs from both the 
Socialists and the Libenarians in tha1 ii is 
not held together by a common politica1 
philosophy . In theory , it calls itself the 
•American version of West German 's Green 
Party . It charges that the · 'Republican and 
Democratic parties are both domina1ed by 
corporate interests- banks, developers, 
organized crime and giant multinalionals. ·· 
It advocates the development of alternative 
energy sources, the creation of public works 
jobs·, a nuclear freeze , the Equal Rights 
Amendment , gay rights, and medicaid 
funding for abortion . 
Party leaders argue that there is no quali-
tative difference between the Reaganite 
New Right v. the Kennedy-Mondale type 
Democrats. This political shopping list is of 
course progressive, but it is no systemic 
critique of the U.S. economic and political 
6ystem, nor does it differ in any way rrom 
the agenda of the left wing of the Democrat-
ic Party. 
Troubles swfaccd on several fronts just 
before the convention . Barry Commoner, 
the Citizens Party presidential candidate in ·' 
1980, made it clear that he would support 
the expected candidacy of Jesse Jackson for 
the Democratic Party presidentia1 nomina-
tion, even if there was a Citizen Party candi-
-datc . Mr. Commoner had concltided thal 
blacks, Latinos, labor, feminists and other 
progressive constituencies despised Reagan 
so much that any major third party effon 
was doomed to failure in 1984. 
A poll of the Citizens Party"s 16,000 
nominal members was taken to determine 
the direction of the group. Out of 1434 re-
1panscs, the ovcrwbdming majority oppos-
ed anocber jftOidcntial campaign. Yet in 
San Francisco, by a ten-to-one margin, the 
dclcga&es voted to run another national cam-
paign . Why? 
Part of lbe reason was the persuuive 
1f1 E £ctr- of fut1wr U.S. Auomey G.ncral 
ll•c-ry Clart. .t expelled M<N1110G Sonia 
Jotmson, bodJ. of whom are currently seek-
ing the Citizens Party 's nomination for next 
year' s race . Another factor is that in any 
small organization. the mosl committed 
activists lend to be most zealous abou1 the 
idcologica1 puiity and correctness of their 
dogma . Mr. Commoner was openly booed 
and privately scorned for stating an accurate 
assessment of hard poli1ical facts . 
Speaking before the Citizens Party. I 
argued three things-fU"St , that they provide 
critical support for Rev . Jackson 's candida-
cy inside the Democratic primaries; second, 
tha1 there was a qualitative difference be-
tween liberal Democrats and the Reaga-
nites; and, third , any third party would have 
an extremely difficult time in attracting sub-
s1antial black and working peoples• sup-
pon. 
The immediate priority for 1984 is to 
defeat the Reaganites inside both major 
political parties, and to greatly expand the 
number of black, Latino and low income 
voters . Rev . Jackson's campaign would 
mobilize at least one to two million new 
voters who in tum can help to defeat the 
New Right next November. 
A number of white youths later denounc-
ed Rev . Jackson. as an opportunist, and a 
few claimed that they would never vote for 
any liberal black Democrat , including 
Harold Washinglon and the courageous 
black socialist, Ron Dcllums. Even as they 
spoke, it occurred to me that not a single 
Citizens Party delegate was black . Of 
course, the Libertarians and the Socialists 
are also virtually lily white . If a third party 
route is the answer, why have virtua11y no 
people of color, progressives from labor, 
most feminists and others swanned into 
these ecclectic groupings? 
The fundamental prob.lem with all 
liberal-to-left third panics is that tlley·ele-
vate a tactic (running for 'office oUtside of 
the Democratic Party)' inC6 a hard tWKt fast 
rule or principle (never ·vote for De-
mocra1s). In doing so, they cut themselves 
off from the mass movements of black, 
brown and poor people , as well as the labor 
movement . 
It is true that neither Mondale nor Glenn 
provide any basic solutions to our socio-
economic problems. But it is also true that 
Mr. Reagan·s vicious policies border on 
criminality, a harsh fact which white middle 
class ' 'radicals' ' fail to comprehend. Third 
parties can only become relevant vehicles 
, for political protest when they begin to lis-
ten to the ideas and conccms of nonwhite 
people and workers, understanding that 
c;hange comes both inside the system as well 
as outside of it. 
Dr. Marabk i.f.• bl«Apolilifol socioh>-
gy profe1Jor at Colgate Uni~rsity . 
its name) in a questionable experiment . statistical guarantor of failule . 
' 'Spurred by an NAACP Legal Defense And in pursuit of this goal of eliminatiog 
and .fA•icarioa F~la~s.~,J41~.1(§1 iif-*~~%;.7.'b ~ piaY. 'cl~ 
f<deral court orile" the c•v~ti"o IP!Illlu-, · "ixiaJlY fiiat-.,P 
has promoted desegregation by emphlsiz- stitution," he writes. TranshJlion : When 
ingtwomajorgoals . Theflt'Stistheelimina- . you get rid or a black college, you don' t 
tion of racial identifiability io public higher ''close 61-lSOwngrade'' it, you just turn it 
education to the point where a student will - into a white college and declare it de-
select an institution on a basis other than segregarcd. 1bc civil rights office , he says, 
race . . . ' ' wants to guarantee improvement ,of ' black 
He is rea11y saying that no college can be coUeges . But in the very ~t paragraph of 
predominantly black . And, of course, he bis article; he cootrad.icts himseH by saying 
docsn •t intend for that Crif.Crion In epply to tbal'WC. s'fgaW •'~fC a 'new -mission for 
,"X..,. ' ~ ~ -'-~\. ~ ,_, "' • . .i.I" 'I' • .r- I • 
white colleges because he alsoJ"ii:ota the ~r·WllKIQ.ge a..tlilsil ! f ~race. ,. , 
fact that _only three black colleges ~ :  t_ ~~·"'""* ~s arc destroyed be-
evolved 1~to c~~scs that ~'-~~" ,~~use ~~$!\-.~bow do you_ help them 
nantly white . . . , ." . . ~? . - l;. • ..,../ i 
. ~ ,.. .,. . 
Mr. Ayres docs reveal just what whi~ To ~~is own ~nt confusion, he 
liberals have in mind foe blacks When they · tUrriCs the "iCtim for the problem. Blacks 
''de~gregate'' them. ''Meeting the civµ have becoipe ' ' excCedingly emohonal '' 
rightsofficerequircmentofeliminatingraC- when disCussing this issue, he~- One 
ial identifiability while simultaneously in- ''black newspaper· columnist~'.' re(erring to 
creasing the overall enrollment of blacks in me. charged the ~ivil rights offK'C · ' 'with 
higher education requires dispersing black adoptin& a course of black genocide in high-
students, who now disproportionately en1 er education . They (civil rights office offi-
roll al black camr,ascs, more evenly !ffiOOg. 
a)) of a state's public colleges and 'unlwer~ cials) think the destruction of black in-
sities . · · ~ M stitutions is the salvati'!n of black people.' ' 
Mr. Ayres probably cxperiericed dis-
While he suggests that black college! comfort September 26 of this year when the 
should be elimina~, he acknoWl~ge~ ~ national focus for Black. College Day took 
they 8i:e the salavallon for blacks 1n ~tgtw;r place in Savannah, Georgia-where a march 
educa~on and documents ~ fact: ~~ ~ ) and rally protested the desegregation plan 
two-thirds o( all blacks rcce1vmg bachelor. s ;. that he claimed was 50 successful. Jn Mr. 
degrees and over one-half of all blacks Ayres' account of the so-called merger of 
awarded graduate dcgtees earned them'' Savannah State and Armstrong State, a 
from black colleges. white school, be again misled the readers 
One can only conclude that he doesn't with a false conclusion. That plan is and was 
want blacks to finish college. He must,know a di sister for blacks and left Savannah State . 
that only about 20 percent of the blAck .stu- a shell of its old self, reducing the opponu-
dents a1tend a ·black college and if two- nity foe a college education for blacks in 
thirds of the graduates come from ' this Georgia. 
group, thedrop-oot rate for the SO percent at 
white colleges is around 80 percent. But to 
improve opp>rtunity for blacks in higher 
education, he wants all black students to be 
10 white colleges and universities-a 
Mr. -Brown, former dean of the Un-
iversity's SchOOI of Commwaications, how 
a nationally syndicaltd television program 
~aring his name. 
• 
-
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I Q. 1 What would be the significance of the passage of the bill to commemorate the birthday of the Rev. Dr.- Martin Luther King, Jr. ? 
' 
Q. 2 If you could be the President of the university, what would you do to improve the communication with the student body? 
• 
MON1IOUE E. HAll .. !S 
BOS'l'"ON, 
M.\RKE1'J.NG ~ IN'IERN 
-t.JNiVj. OF MASS- A M H E K S T 
~ENIO~ . - ' 
MARK D. DEBAUN . Ill 
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
INSURANCE 
SOPHOMORE 
' 
I. The passage of the bill to com-
memorate the birthday of the Rev. 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr .• would 
be significant because this would 
universally let everyone know the 
many contributions that Dr. Martin 
Luther King made for all 
mankind.Also, passage of this bill 
would possibly open a new avenue 
for other Blacks who have made 
significant contributions- to society 
and deserve acknowledgement . 
JANICE MAS.ON 
New York. N.f 
, COMPUTERS 
JUNIOR 
I. Rev. King played a very signifi-
cant role in the lives of many peo-
ple. He represented freedom and 
advan,cement for everyone. His 
dream should be remembered and 
his memory honored by making his 
birthday a holiday . 
* · 
1. The sipificancc of the pus•ac 
of the bill would be tllai Dr. Kina' 
and his theory of non-violent action 
would not be foraottCn and it will go 
down in history. '{his would be very 
imporlant to our children because 
they ~ust not forget who he was 
and the contributioiis he made to 
our people. It also would be impor-
tant to our country on a global 
sense, for all the world would sec 
that the people and the aovernment 
recognize a man who worked for all 
mankind, and who also happened to 
be Black . 
2. I would form a student advisory 
committee so that the students 
would be able to let me know about 
their academic needs, the other 
needs that they may have, while here 
at Howard. I would try to attend as 
many student activities and fun~­
tions as possible so that the students 
·may tiecome comfortable with my 
presence. I would want them to 
know I that I was easily accessible 
and committed to working for 
them . 
• 
* 
2. If I could ibelPresident , I would 
make myself !better known to the 
student body by coming on the yard 
and conversing with the students 
2. If I was · President of H .U., I 
would improve communications . 
with the student body and ad-
ministration by showing them that --
their input is o f value to the univer-
•(!• 
' 
• 
' 
sity. Make them (the students) feel 
that the role they play is more than 
m o r e often . 
.. 
just that of a student, but as very 
importint link to the advancement 
o f the university. And I would show 
them that better commUnications 
can bring about some ~eeded 
changes at this university. 
• 
. 
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Engineering 
GntdualN 
As the world 's leader in Portable two-way & Paging Communications equipment, and now 
expanding into Portable Computer Communications equipment, we can offer exciting involvement 
in a variety of technical areas. 
We are seeking 1talented engineers who can help us explore new horizons in these rapidly expanding 
flelds. Talk with our recruiters about technical challenge ;__exposure to all areas Ot design and/or 
manufacturing; our career deyelopment program - in-house Master·s degree program and our dual 
career ladders. We 'll tell you about our fac ilities in Palm Beach, County and Ft. Lauderdale, one of 
the fastest growing hjgh technology communities in the country. 
• 
' . b •r• un•bl• to,...., with "'· pleue send your ro1umo to: CoH- Stotnng, MOTOROLA, INC., 
W.f llJ &Cs1811d., l't l.,.,.,..,,., Rorfde 33322. We are an equal opportunity/affirmative 
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GARY .SUTTON 
l{OYCHESTER NEW ·y 0 R K 
' . 
ECONOMICS 
JUNIOR 
.. 
' 
P . BOWEKS 
COL.ORA DO 
W E NDY 
DE NVE R , 
A C TI NG 
S EN I OR 
I . It will show generatio ns in the 
future that a Black American under 
the weight of oppressio n stood up 
and tried to cure a nation which was 
sic_k from racisim . It will show 
future genera tions that Dr. King's 
cure for racism was love . It will also 
be"a reminder o f ho w true peace can 
be o btained thro ugh such love. 
* 
2. I wo\,lld set up student liasons, 
like most large organizations do, to 
insure proper communications, so 
that less time will be spent worrying 
about whether or not the problems 
have been correct ly understood . 
1. First of all, l beiie'e the 
significance of havi ng a bill for the 
birthday o f Re v. Martin Luther 
King , Jr .• sl1011\d no t li e 0 11 the basis .. 
of passing a bill . If Dr. f\.ita rtin ~ 
Luther King's bir1t1day ~ 11 0-u ld be a 
holiday , it shot,il<l 1101 Oe in the -, 
jur isdict1011 1..• I a i.:ungrcss tl1a1 d0~s ~ .... 
not for sce i1 s i1n1io•tance or 
releva11ce to tl1 c D!ai..:k people in 
A1nerica . Blacks sl1.o ul t! not wait 01 1 
someo ne else to tel l t l1e1r1 to have a 
holiday, tl1ey should take J1is birth-
day as a l10\idc1y. I 11 i:.•s\e11ce. no one 
passed a bill 10 say 111a1 Je·.vs \YOuld 
have l-lant1kk al1, w\1y should 
anyone tell ti s if \\'e ca 11 com-
memorate tvlarti11 Lutl1er Ki1 bi1 
thday as a 110\ ida)? Betlt.:1 \ l !. l' 
ren1en1bcr Rl.'v. Ki11p, r"'prc5t· 1 Jl• 
peo ple of all ra ..:e., , so it 5l·:uul1..o. n<ll 
be an iss t1e of givi11g us ~11ytl1in~. 
2. As Presidc11t 1)f tl1is uni \ ersity. I 
\\'Ot1ld i1111,10\•e .:<.1 111n1 t1ili..:atio11s 
\\'itl1 tl1t• ~t u <.lt· 1 1t l1• 1Ll". I '~'-' 11ld 
111ake 111)·i,c l f 11 1{l1C a L.C,,1l11e a11<l 
visib le 011 t.:a111fl11s a11d 11) 1c1 .1plt 
1ne111 solt1tic:111s t<l tl1 e11 <-1 ·.::c:11 :c 
11ecds. ''hl l''1 \\·1111!.! :t!1., 11 •. li •i' 
,j • ,-•~ 
to 'flt,1J.. l 1 
• • A'it l1.,; 1)••l< \ ) 
: , i":, ~1, ' 1,•• >.;1 ,f• 
' I 
I 
In fact, we'll even pay you more than $575 a mo~th while you attend Tl1a1·s 
in addition to paying for your fu ll tuition and required books and lees 
It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Prograrr1 
How does it work? 
If you're selected for a Physician Scholarship- from the Army. Navy or 
Air Force- you 're commissioned as an officer in the Reserve. 
While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining 
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or 1nore 
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and 
years of scholarship assistance received . 
' As an Armed Forces physician you'll r8ceive officer's pay and be~efits! 
and enjoy the advantages of working regular ~.rs . You'll al~ see a diversity 
of patients and have opportunities to use ~h1st1Cated ~1cal technology,. 
But most important, while you're in medical ~hool w.e 11 ~elp pay the bills 
For more information, send in the coupon. Theres no obl1gal1on whatsoever . 
- - -------- .. 
• Yea, l am interested in·receiving more information aboul an Armed Forces Health • 
Professions Scholarship. I understand there is no obligation. 9003 
I Mail this coupon' to: I Armed Forces Scholarships, P. O. Box C 1 n~, Huntinglon Station, NY 11746 
Pheck up to th•ee : D ARMY D NAVY D AIR FORCE 
l 
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• 1 Boote.rs tie 2-2 • in defeat • overtime ••• .Georgetown 3-1 ' 
by EARL FINDLA16R \ 
Hlleop St•"w•f' 
The gamt left both head roaches say-
ing '' !4'C shoulda \\'On .. • ··but it \\'Cnt 
neither of their Wl)'· instead. the Ho-
ward Bootcrs and ~~ Mason ended 
up in a 2-2 tie in O\ 'crtimC'. Wtdncsday . 
Howard Stadium was · rain-soaked 
which . made pla)•ing for both teams 
qui1e difficu)t . Nevertheless, GM's 
He~d Coaeh Dick Broad called ··a 
typical G~l-Howanl ganic. We always 
-had it out, don't \\1e?'' 
GM (7-3,2) scored right off the bat 
wh~n fo™·ard~ Mike Reynolds slipped 
in )fron t of Howard defender Ron~d 
Simmons and kicked a Shot pass goalie 
Gilbert McPherson from five yards out . 
The closest defender to Reynolds was 
Sin1mons but he appeared to have mis-
read the movement of the ball. 
'' When I ca me out to the guy 
(Reynolds) the ball overran me and 
th9re was no one covering me. " Sim-
n1ons said after the match . : 
f\fter their goal. GM looked hungry 
on offense and attacked with at least 
thr\ie players going to 1he ball all the 
tinte . 
Howard (5-3-2) (~- 1 - 1 ) found a 
rhythm and was able t_o counter attack 
,~ .. hen GM pressured. Midfielder Carl-
to~ Briscoe combined with forward Pc-
ter1.Prom on one suctl play which resu lt-
ed in. the 1-l equalizer. 
Briscoe sent a pass to Prom who then 
beat one defender and took a well-
I 
placed shot that beat reserve goalie 
Nick Starnes. GM's regular goalie Ken 
Bernstein did not play becaue he was 
ill . 
Howard scored again two minutes 
later. This time forw4f'(I Phillip Gyau 
hit a dipping freekick shot from about 
2S yards out that beat Starnes. 
.~tbs · of the (Howard) goals were 
stoppable." Broad said. 
GM was reeling after Gyau's goal 
but Howard seemed to let them off the 
hook. The Booters still attacked but 
their attempts came far between. 
Howard committed unnecessary 
fouls . In all, they were charged for 37 
fouls while GM were called for 17 . It 
ws an unnecessary foul that led to GMs 
equalizer. 
Defender Kevin Arnold brought a 
GM player down on the left side of his 
foot. 1bc ball lodged in the back of the 
net as the Boaters looked on perplexed. 
The second half was mostly dominat-
ed by GM as the Boaters failed to build 
up a threatening attack until late in the 
period. GM looked dangerous while 
Howard' s defenders appeared tenta-
tive. 
''What we tried to d0 was get the ba11 
up as quick as possible and hope they 
(Howard defenders) made the mis-
take, " Broad said. 
see Soccer 
page 11 
By .EARL FIND)ATER 
Hilltop Sllllfwriter 
1be shakiest knees in Howard Sta-
l diwn used to belong to Booten• for-
wanl Anton Skeritt. 
He shook his nervous tendencies 
long enough to score two first half goals 
which helped to iea11 the Booten pass 
•Georgetown 3-1, last Saturday. 
''I never think about it (being ner-
vous) out there.'' Skcrritt said. ''Peo-
ple say my reaction is slow but I never 
notice it on the field. '' 
Coach Keith Tucker aaid, "I've been 
waiting for this all year. rm very pleas-
ed with hini. I am looldnk for much 
more from him.•• 
Sk.erritt was not the only one coming-
out of bis shell. As a team the Booters 
were much more aggressive and went to 
' 
"'the ball quicker than they had been in 
previous games. When they were on 
offense Georgetown gave them prac-
tically the whole field to dribble and 
create chances. 
• With 19 minutes gone in the game, 
forwanl Peter Prom rolled a pass to 
Skerritt who drove a shot pass Gcorge-
town 's Alfredo Rabassa fO£ the first 
goal . 
Sk.erritt's second goal came on a pass 
from Ronald Simmons. It appeared that 
Skerritt has all the time in the world; so 
he picked his spot and sent an effortless 
• 
left foot shot yasscd Rabassa. 
"I took my time and kept my eyes on 
the· ball and I wasn't doing that be-
fore,'' Sk.erritt said, while trying to ex-
plain bis performance. "I just realiud 
that it's not as hard as it seemed. Plus, 
coach (Tucker) told me it was all right 
to shoot .. . '' 
Georgetown scored !!- minute after 
the Booters' second goal when Joe 
Gump intercepted a pass from defender' 
Wendell Thomas and chipped it pass 
goalie Gilbert McPherson. 
The second half continued to go Ho-... 
ward's way. Forwards, likeProm, Phil-
.lip Gy~u and Nigel Grant took on the 
Georgetown defenders ind took shots 
at goal . Grant was rewarded when be 
booted home a Simmons' pass with SS 
minutes gone. 
'' . . . Players were much mo~ 
alert,• • Tucker said, as his team outshot 
Georgetown by a 18-6 margin . 
Georgetown had a chance to pull 
back another goal in the second half but 
their free-kick shot hit the crossbar and 
rebounded into play. Their primary 
problem was the illadviscd strategy of 
,trying to beat the 6'1' and 6' 4" Howanl 
center fullbacks with high passes. 
''It was a big improvement from the 
George Washington game," Tucker 
said, of his team's perfonnance. 
• 
' • 
" 
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'Gigi' 
I . 
sets pace or young Rooters 
arc not accustomed to statistics, you 
just play. I don't worry about them, I 
play and let the results determine them-
selves. L 
McPherson believes his best per-
fonnancc (on the Soccer field) thus far, 
was last Wednesday against American 
U., or was it against George Washing-
' ton U. , well any way ... ''It was a 
fC81.ly tough game, they had us running 
all over the place. And there were a lot 
of attempts at the goal. I think I did a 
fairly good job. But, I don't want to 
take credit for it because that is what I 
" 
I 
By TIM WILLIAMSON 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
' Goi ng into Wednesday's game 
agJinst George ·Mason, GiGi and the 
Boaters will be riding the crest of a two 
game winning streak. ' 
No, GiGi and the Booters is not a 
new punk rock band., It is instead Ho-
ward soccer team captain, Gilbert 
McPherson, and his fel!ow team mates . 
CliiGi, as McPherson is called by 
Sooter Coach Keith Tucker, is the back 
bone of a young and inexperienced Ho-
ward soccer team. 
He is a senior economics lll;ljor from 
Montego Bay. Jamaica, and goalkeeper 
for lthe team. 
In the last couple of games, McPlter-
son has been applying his economic 
theories to the playing field, a1lowing 
only one goal in six periods-what one 
might refer to as the low input theory of 
goal-onomics. 
• 
'I would like to think 
of myself as an 
independent person,' 
-McPherson 
As to what influenced him to attend 
Howard, McPherson answered suc-
cinctly, ''a scholanhip." He cootin· 
ued, ''the scholarship is a me•ns to an 
end - which is getting an education. 
The odicr things that influenced me to 
come to Howanl were; the black com-
munity of the school, the fact that the 
school bad a good soccer tc•m, and its 
academic reputation. '' 
. am suppose to do." · 
Mcftierson. wno has played soccer 
competitively for 12 years, says that . 
when he was small his favorite player 
was the grcal Pelt. "He was a legend, 
a)l. the kids loved him. He was the 
best... .-. 
Some people have also saia"lhat 
McPhenon is one of the best. He bas 
been recognized as one of the best 
goa1k«pers in the Mid·Atlantic region. 
''lo my position as a goalkeeper, I 
want to play like a World Cup player. I 
wont to be the best at my position. " 
' 
• 
• 
' 
Of Howard academics McPherson · 
stated, "academically it's good, be-
'lieve me it's good. But oi the H.U. 
social atmospbcrc hC said, ·•as a social 
commuoityit's not the best . Even · 
though, all the people here are black 
they are very impersonal. It• s kind of :' 
difficult to establish friendships. Tbere 
., 
• 
However. despite this brief winning 
streak, McPherson and the Boaters fmd 
themselves in somewhat of an un-
accusfomed position at this stage of the 
season. Gilbert McPherson --------Pl1oto by Kevin Brewto n 
In describing himself, McPhenon 
stated, "I would like to think of myself 
as an independent person. I motivate 
mySelf to be successful and to 
achieve.'' 
i.s a clau distinction here, and every-
body likes to stay in their own little . 
clique . '' McPherson continued, 
''However, I do believe it's a good ex-
perience for any student bcc•11sc the 
various challenges one must f~ here rt 
help you to grow-up." 
· 'T.his season is kind of different 
from the usual ones, in that we have 
tnany losses already (5-3-1). We 're 
playing a tougher schedule than usual , 
.• 
so I'm not really surpnscd at the results . 
We still have a good chance of malting 
the playoffs, because we have only one 
conference loss,'' said McPherson. 
However, the ~ct that the team has 
three losses does not set well with 
McPherson. ''We have not lost that 
many games so early in the season be-
fore . In the past we lost maybe three 
games in a whole season, not at mid-
scason. '' 
• 
• 
-• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
- . .. 
McPherson also has more 
responsibilities this season. In addition 
to his duties as goalkeeper, he was 
made captain of the team. 
''My role this year is quite different 
from the other years . As captain you not 
only have to concentrate on yo!l_r_game 
• 
·. 
• 
• 
-
• 
! By Brian Branch -Pric~ The Hilltop 
Second baseman Barry Jackson makes the throw_ to complete a dooble-play in a loss to George Mason University. 
Howard lost the double-header to G.M. · 11-lO and 9-8. 
• 
• 
but you have to concentrate on the team 
as a whole. Yoi.J're not as relaxed as 
usual, it 's an added responsibility." 
When asked about his stats for the 
season thus far McPherson replied 
candidly, " I really don 't keep up with 
my statistics. Back home (Jamaica) we_ 
And be not only achieves Qn the 
soccer field, be also does quite a bit of 
achieving in the class-room. McPher-
son has a G.P.A. of 3.27. that is not a 
bad performance. and it's very eco-
nomic to boot. 
lo regard to career goals, McPherson 
st1ted, " I would really like to be an 
economist first, but if the opportunity. • 
came to play professional soccer I 
would not mind. '' 
-• 
• 
Howard b. ·ards players • • • 
' 
" 
advance to regionals • • ' " -• 
By Timothy C. Robinson 
Spoo1s ~tor 
The 1983 American College> Unions· 
International ACU-1 Billiards Cham-
pionship, the men and women divisions 
were held last week, with Kenneth 
Mack capturing the men's event and 
Lisa Godette gaining fmt in the women 
competition . 
The tournament was sponsored by 
the Department of Recreation and held 
in the Blackbum Center Recreation· 
room . / 
Glenn Harris, the tournament 
coordinator was pleased with the de· 
velopment of the tournamc:nl and the 
play of the competitors in the tourna-
ment . 
In the mens division Mack went un-
defeated, winning four matches (best 
three out of five) before defeating Mel 
Koon. 4-2 in the semi and finals of the 
double alienation tournament. He 
represented; Howard in laat ycan ACU-
1 tournament by placing four in a field 
• 
• 
of 30 competitors from across the Harriscommcntsonthtrcgional, ''It ·• 
country. gives the kids a ch•nce to go to other 
Harris evaluated the tournament, campus and gain some recognition in 
''The tournament went well overall. their areas of competition.'' 
however, the time schedule created · The 1983 ACU-1 Table Tennis 
.. 
• some problems." He continued, "The toumamcnt which waa also held last 
time situation caused soiDe forfeits but Week at.tlie-elaCkbuin om;;.., Wendell 
ovcnill the compelitioo wu good." 1bomu placed lint in the men's play _ 
lo the women's division Lisa Oodct- and Virginia Nein pieced tint m the ~ 
tc prevailed, by defutin1 Felecia Wad- women's conipctitim. 
dleton in the semi and final rounds of ffmri1 agi c es that 1bomas bas a tre-
the competition. Godette ret•irwl the meodous back band, ''The kid can real- 1 
title she won last year but this years Iy bit the ball and he has an ._,.,,,,. 
tournament wu not an easy toed to . blckh;mct wtiich gave bis <JPPO"¥"DIS 
victory. After losing in the second troUble throughout the - · • • 
round, God ae did not looe any pow Bodi of the fimJim will 1ep<Knt 
to pin the rb1nce to foce Ww!dloton . Howard at the ACU-1 repona! Table 
•'She ii a very good player. Siie wan tennil toumament in FelJnwy. 
the championship lut yUI', however ()II rrtopfinjah 1inlbemeo'1com-
' 
• 
• 
thia year the players wae alot bttter," pelitioo .._Matley Juatice 2nd place • 
romllieuled Hanio. and P1u1 Btoam1 who finlolwl in 3rd . 
• The two wiDDen will RlpiCI: •Ho- pllC'fl:. 
ward at the ACU-1 noponal llllords In the women 'a division Cherly 
toumlmeat held al tbe U~tj of . Pc? IOll and Klrlayne Paker finiet ~ii 
MITyland, ia Fellnwy. •oonl ud Cbird, rc1p«ti\'ely. ~ 
• 
' 
• 
I 
• 
Bison ch·a.llenge Trojans 
' . 
,\ 
I 
l 
) 
The Bison after suffering rwo con-
• 
Moody who is entering into his third - catches for 171 yards should provide 
year as head monitor, with a compil'.d problems for a Trojan secondary which 
record of7-19, he is a 1970 graduate of plays a great deal of man to man 
, fercnce defeats to S.C. State (28-7) and 
However, the Trojans have received 
good running from tailback Von Allen, 
88 carries for 380 yards, three touch-
downs and Perry Riley with 258 yards 
and two touchdowns . 
the university. ,.., coverage. 
Howafd hiS won the last three con- The Bison defense has been a steady 
FAMU (21-17) will face non -
confcrcncc 'foe the Virginia State Tro-
jans, tomOirow afternoon at 1 :30. 
1bc Bison cUITCntly have a record of 
1-4 overall and 1-2 in the MEAC con-
ference play. 
Coach Joe Taylor feels the Bison arc 
doing the things necessary to ·win, 
· ' lbc guys have really played with the 
intensity, to win those games and we 
n:ally cOuJd be 5-0 at !his point." He 
continued, ''We need to dcvJ.top that 
mental loughness (killer instinct) fOr 
the games.'' 
The series between the Bison and the 
Trojans dates back to 1903, with the 
series being dcadl~ked at 18 games 
an!,l lhn:e ties . 
The Trojans ( 1-5) have been ex-
periencing difficulty in their six games. 
winning .only one, a 24'" I 2 trouncing of 
Morgan State. \ 
I • 
Trojans passing attack is directed by 
Allen Battle 39 completions out of 89 
attempts for 512 yards, one touchdown 
and eight interceptions, Rolando Gra-
ham has grabbed 13 receptions for 179 
yards. 
'We want to 8tay with 
the offense that we 
have been u~ ... 
On defense the Trojans are lead by 
linebackers Emile Moore and John 
Green 68 and 70 to1al tackls, 
respectively . 
Virginia State is coached ~y George 
I 
test against the Trojans, winning 13-9 force all season allowing only 93 total 
last yCar at Virginir State, the last Win points in five games for a 18.5 average 
for the Trojans against the Bison was a per game. This week should not be an 
. 17-15 upset in 1979 at R.F. Kennedy exception , with linebacker Martin 
Stadium. ~rown, 53 tackles, defensi~__inema'! 
Taylor feels that the Bison will not Charles Scott and Ken C~rey both 
vary to much from the scheme they registering 39 total tackles anchoring 
have used all seasons. ··we want to 'the Bison defense . 
stay with the offense that we have been 
using the past two gam~. Defensively , 
we want to apply more pressure to their 
offense to try .and force some things to 
happen-; '' ~dded Taylor. 
In the contest against the Trojans the 
Bison will rely on quarterback Kenny 
Jones, 37 out of 93 passes attempted for 
554 yards, three touchdowns and five 
interceptions. 
The receiving random of Kevin Wal · 
kins 16 recep1ions for 310 yards , and 
three touchdowns Maurice Haynes 11 
PROGNOSTICATIONo 
If the Bison can cut down on the 
menta1 errors· that have haunted this 
year and play good sound football. then 
they should handle the CT AA opponent 
roUghly . 
INJURIES o 
The Bison do not report any major 
injuries , with the only propable non-
starter for the contest being offensive 
guard Isiah Sanders . 
Soccer anything for Howard's chances, he added. 
r-
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BEER 
from page 10 
Overtime featured end to end action 
by both teams but neither could find the 
. clincher although both came close. 
GM had 16shots to Howard's 13and 
McPherson made 13 saves while 
Starnes stopped 14. 
Wednesday the Booters will go 
against !he Fircbirds of UDC for the 
Ted Chambers Trophy. Both teams 
play for the trophy every year. Howard 
is the defending champions by virtue of 
their 1-0 win over UDC last year. The 
trophy was donated by former Howard 
soccer Coach James. ••Ted'' Chambers . 
· Booten' Coach Keith Tucker seem-
ed disappointed following the game. ·' I . 
feel .like I've just played two hours of 
soccer,'' he said . The team did not fol-
low instructions and remember assign-
ments in the game. A tie did not do 
Howard Sports Schedule 
Date Opponent Location 
Football Oct. 15 Virginia State Home 
Women's Oct. 14-15 Barnard Inv . Toum Away 
Volleyball Oct 18 Towson State Away. 
Oct: 20 ... ".- VA .. Commonwealth Away 
Soccer Oct 19 Univ, of D.C. Home 
Baseball Oct 15 Championship Game 
• Oct. 16 Playoff Game 
Bowling October 22 Lincoln University Away 
October 23 Temple University Away 
Howard Sports Scoreboard 
' 
Soccer 
Howard defeated Georgetown, 3-1 
Baseball 
Howard lost to George Mason, 10-1 l, 8·9 
Women's Volleyball 
Howard lost to JllllJeS Madison, 15-5, 16-14 
Howard lost lo VCU, 18-16, 15-13 
Howard lost to Eastern Tennessee, 15-3, 15-12 
Howard lost to Wake Forest, 15-8, 15-8 
Howard defeated Lenoir-Rhyne, 16-14, 15-8 
Women's V~lleyball team standing 8-14 
Bowling 
Men's 
Howard defeated Villanova 14-11 
Howard-defeated Maryland 16-9 
\Vernen's ) 
Howard loss lo Maryland 22-3 
ci 0 
Time 
loOO pm 
6000 pm 
7:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
1:00 pm 
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Freddie A! Brown, Jr, 
Hilltop Stlffwriter 
' 
Two Ho~ard University Drama stu-
dents arc cJn.cntly starring in the smash 
hit gospel ~musical, ''Amen Comer·~ 
now running in its fifth week ·, at 
Ford's Theatre . 
Keith Lorenzo Amos is one of those 
students. The 20-year-old Junior plays 
the role of young David, the third prin-
ciple role in the musical and the central 
~har~_cter - The play focuses bn. themes 
of life and death; transfonnanon and 
sell'-realization; faith, hope and love. 
Although relatively young, Amos is 
no novice to the theatre . His credits 
include winning the 1982 Metro Taleni 
Search (of Washington, D.C.) in the 
vocal category. as well as several stage 
perfonnances at Howard. He has per-
formed in N~w York City, in Las Vegas 
nightclubs , and in Hollywood, Califor-
nia where he spent two consecutive 
summers sharpening his craft as ~ac­
tor. 
Amos was seen with actor William 
Marshall in Macbeth on PBS (Public 
Broadcasling Station) and on ''Fan-
tasy·· (NBC), with Leslie Uggams and 
Peter Marshall, to name a few of his 
1c.: levision appearances. 
• • J love the theatre and 1 t6ve being 
an actor,· · exclaimed Amos . He says he 
enjoys his role as ''David'' because 
many of the characteristics of David 's 
life are parallel to his own. Amos said 
''Amen Comer'' ''is a universal play 
that can 111sp1re people of all ages . 
• 
I 
races. creeds and color . .. and that 's Keith An1os 
what 's wonderful about it.·· . them how the)' can attain th~ir in-
. The cast is scheduled to open the dividual goals." he explained . 
musjcal oh Broadway in early Novem- Amos said he feels he was alwa)'S 
ber.:Amos says he's excited, ''but I'm destined for 'Broadway because he be-
not going to star-trip as many young lieved that he would someday be there . 
actors and actresses do. That 's not my That someday came sooner than he had 
purpose." · expected." Along with the God-given 
·Amos says his 1nain goal ''is to help talent for stage perfonni11g. Keith has 
in'spire my people'' (referring to the been surrounde~ by positive 111()(!els in 
Black race). so· far, Amos has made his family . ''My mother and father arc 
several speaking engagements at area both quite successful and I have a broth-
high 
1
schools to talk to the students er who's a professional baskclball play-
about his career. ''I love speaking toe Egypt ... solhadnochoicebuttu 
young black children and reinforcing to s .ceed. ·• 
. 
Amos attributes a great portion of his 
:ichieve111ents to his tenure at Howard 
Uni,•ersity . · ·1 live for Howard . 
There's nothing caparable to lhe Ho-
ward experience, and I would encour-
age anyone to attenCI the school . I learn-
ed a lot in the Drama Department. The 3 
years 1 spent at Howard has taught me a 
lot about nl)'Self. m)' craft. and the 
\1:orld .' · An1os is presently on leave of 
absence to perfonn in the musical, but 
says he hopes to graduate from Howard 
· 'ahd give then1 the glory." 
Amos said working in the pro-
fessional world is a whole new status of 
life that s~udents must prepare for . 
··Learn the1>usiness'' is the advice that 
Amos gives to college students, regard-
less to their major . ''White-America 
expects us (blacks) to be tops, and once 
you ' ve ·1eamed the intricacies of the 
business, you will be successful at 
whatever you do.' · 
When asked about his high an1bition 
and the possibility of failure, Amos 
commented ··1 know that with God. 
there ' s nothing in this world that I can-
not accomplish . That's not blind ideal-
-Literary issues Black women writer 
addressed in book · interviewed by Tate 
l'!.onnie I. Moore 
Freelance Writer 
' 
What is it like to interview a Black 
woman writer at work? to be honest it's 
tough frOm interesting. Though be-
cause one never knows what to expect 
froffi 'an individual so well versed in 
literfire. What perspective of their 
writii g should be covered? Interest en-
ters lhe picture when you kn.ow the 
~ter has accomplished a considerable 
amount of success with writing already. 
Claudia 1'ate, author of·' Black Women 
Writers at Work", adds a challenge for 
those i~spiring to achieve exciting en-
deavors like this ; i;he comes with loads 
of writing illsighfs that are keys to suc-
cess alone. 
Just arriving on the Black literature 
scene does not mean a thing to Tate in 
terms of citing specific issues that have 
arouses her interest, thus far, as a 
female writer . As a Black female writer 
sees herself as having a responsibility to . 
infonn people of the crucial issues of 
the 80's that must be addressed·. Tate's 
latest channel of expression is a collec-
tion of writings where fourteen of the 
hottest Black women writers are un-
iquely unpackaged . (See Review). 
ThiS writer will declare immediately 
that it1 takes initiative to get the job of 
writing done wrrecdf. ''I had to travel 
all over the country," says Tate. ··1 
interviewed Toni Cade in Atlanta, 
Gwen Brooks in Chicago, Nikki, in 
Cincinnati, Margaret Walk.er in Jack-
son, Mississippi ... ''continues Tate. 
Coming from a family with a fond 
love for books Tate was able to sec the 
importance of Black literature ear.ly in 
life. Tate says, ''Black. literature has 
all~lwCtl me to find out more about my-
self, ~ut now people arc starting to lis-
ten to what they say and realize the 
inforrriation is significant.'' 
Black literature to Tate, stands for a 
variery of things , "Black lit, is the 
''corps o~ work'' with America being 
its overall canvas . It allows me to 
achieve as an 1eldemician and crxpress 
' ' 
• 
what I feel is important, ·' says Tate , By LONNIE MOORE 
This scholar wa.S developed at Michi- Hilltop StaffWriter 
gan University. and from there she 
attended Harva{d University fo'r her Black Women Writt"rs At Work dis-
graduate studies. Howard Universi1y cusses the creative processes, use of 
was Tate's third stepping stone where autobiographical materials, imagina-
all of her labors were exparlded in an tion, and the self-critical faculty reveal-
efffort to produce a book. ed in fourteen Black women writers' 
After arriving at Howard this writing works through personal interviews. 
model was awarded the Howard Uni- The book attempts to situate writers, 
versity Faculty Development Grant whether Black or any other race , side 
along with an award from National by side with other writers . Claudia • 
Endowment for the Ans. At lhis point Tate, author of the book, states that 
Black Women Writers At Work was Black Women Wrilt"rs At Work will 
conceived. '' I had done mostly scholar- show white critics that Blacks are con-
ly articles pri9rtothis point, but a Black cerncd with many. of the same issues 
writer by the name of Michael Harper they are. It also displays the fact that 
out of Baltimore suggested I take my people are ~pie no ~tter what color 
interviews with Black female writers they are. ~s author views the process 
further," says Tate. of in~ividuals finding themselv:es and -
In tehns of what a writer should do to learning to become self-sufficient as . 
achieve success in writing. Tate men- common goals shared by all people. 
tions the interviiwer must do her work. All founeen interviews suggest two 
''The interviewer starts the process and points of linkage for Black women wri-
it is up to her to work towards a sustain- ters . First, the point where Western 
ed critical discussion," says Tate. ··1 Culture cuts across African heritage. 
read Sula lOtimes before the interview Second, the point where male-female 
was held . .. this way I was ~hie to attitudes are parallel, subtly divergent, 
engage the writer in a long dialogue and or in violent collision. Often the Black 
from this excerpts were taken," says female writer fmds herself placed in a 
Tate. position of opposition against the Black 
Tate suggests for Black writers to be male writer, not on her own choosing, 
ttuthful . ·'Ask. yourself as a writer, but by the critics for '·American Litera-
'Was I honest?' This often involves go- ture." Tate's book addresses issues 
ing against the popular nonn, but don't such as female discrimination, the use 
be afraid,'' Tate says. The words of of imagery in writing, and many other 
Audrey Ward inspire Tate. Ward says scnsitivewaysofknock.ingdownobsta-
to Black. women, ''We can work when clcs in order to arrive at one final pack-
we are tired and when we are afraid.'' age. 
Tate stresses that Blacks must start The literary foundation of the book is 
~pprcciating their literature like they ·based on the notion of a linkage be-
are known for loving their music . On an tween a racial minority (blacks) and a 
ovefatl note, Tate says ''Black ideolog- ''weaker'' gender(women). According 
ies have to be a little more discreet, our to the writers in Black Women Writt"rs 
objectives have to be expressed in more At Work this linkage is established by 
covenandsubtleways. Tbesearcjusta women strengthening their own self-
few of the insights toward writing that estecin and aming to 1urvive with di-
Claudia Tate, a Black woman writer, gnity. Because survival tends to be a 
believes wodts. It is safe to say that if major area of cobcern fo·r Black 
you an: intemled in Black literature, WODIOll, many of tho writer's pieces an: 
Tate is a person to know. geared towards this topic . 
eY Odclt;R<l1c•J·The Hiiitop 
' 
Claudia Tate • 
Survival serves as the theme in many 
of the writers' works because the wri: 
ters want to deliver a series of ''quest 
themes.'' Themes of this type arc creat-
ed when characters arc shown search-
ing for a meaningful identity. Many 
charpcters are portrayed as needing 
self-sustaining dignities in worlds of 
growing isolation, meaninglessness, 
and moral d«ay. lbese themes are not 
aJw8ys tlotlceablc, but they tend to be in 
Black Women writers' work. 
Black Women Writers At Work is a 
literary work that all concerned in-
dividuals of writing must read. Tate has 
accomplished what many writers spend / 
their lives ttying to achieve. She has 
established a literary work with 
meaningful dililogue that can be applied 
to all human lives. This book uncovers 
social cootradictioos and intimate di-
lemmas which plague Ill of us, ..,gon1. 
less of race or gender. 
ism or conceit, but merely contidencc 
and belief. You've got tQ believe before 
you can achieve.'' 
That idea is shared by theatre critics 
and professiOnals in the industty who 
seem to pinpoint Amos as a ••future-
star." Actor Rodger Robinson, who 
_elays ttie ~.1,C: ~~- ·:Luke,''. ~David's 
father, in the mus1c'aJ, and· was a regular 
on the television series Kojak, said 
about Amos: '·Keith is one of the most 
gifted actors I have ever met. He's bril-
uant! When 1· l:lrst Saw him perform I 
said, 'that's my kind of actor,' " 
' r
-• 
-
• 
' 
, 
Mr. Phil Rose; director and co-
author of ilie play was quoted as saylng, 1 
''There goes the next Sidney Portier.'' 
Amos says ·reviews and high rccom- .• 
mendations arc all imyortaqt. , ''but 
what's more important is to kDOw your-
self and your goal in life . All I cari do is · 
my best, and give back to my people 
some of what was given to me." 
Helena-Joyce Wright is another 
former Howard student who is on her 
way to Broadway for her musical de-
, 
but. Wright is a native Washingtonian, 
and entered Howard as a journalism 
student, before transferring to the Dra-
ma Department, 
She most recently starred in the pro-
duction of ''Zora is My Name'' with 
Ruby Dec and Ossie Davis. Wright left 
Howard to complete her theatrical 
training at Spellman College in Atlanta , 
GA. She is presently a Masters in Fine 
Arts candidate at the University of 
Houston. 
''The play is great and I love my 
character," said Wright, who plays the 
role of the comical, yet identifiable 
''Sister Boxer.'' 
One viewer in the audience com-
mented, '']don't know what it is ... 
tiut Sister Boxer seems so real '' which 
can clearly be attributed to Wtjghts ' 
superb performance. She says her fami-
ly has been supportive of her endeavors 
and she owes her all to them. Her moth-
er, Mn, Carolyn Wright who happened 
to be visiting her daughter commented, 
''We arc so proud of Helena, and she 
d&rvcs everything that is coming to 
her because She has worked hard . I love 
to sec young, talented students going 
out for what they want.'• 
Amos and Wright are but two ex-
amples of what Howard University ik 
known for, and they can be seen ''live'' 
at the Ford's Theatre in the new musical 
••Amen Comer. '' 
Tickets arc on sale at the box _gffice . 
Hwry--thc show closes at the F&d Is it r-~ 
about a week. After that, you'll have to 
go to Broadway to see what-yea'Tnissed 
in Washington. 
Society seeks to enhance 
image of Jazz 
Michele Alexander 
Jfillto StafJwriter 
When I heard the mellow strains and 
tinkling piano keys in the background, I 
knew I had dialed the right number, 
The Charlin Jazz Society's purpose 
is to enhance lhc approciation of Jazz as 
a classical American art form. ''Jazz 
was always seen as a back alley art 
form'', said Linda S. Wernick, Diiec-
tor and Founder. ''That's why it has 
been kept in clubs so long, but in Eu-
rope, Jazz is presented in concert 
halls ,", she added, 
It was Wemick's and ' oiaileL Cas-
sell's desire to improve the image of 
Jazz that led them to consult many club 
owners, musicians, university music 
departments and other jazz societies 
and to the Charlin Jazz Society in 1978. 
''We didn't want Jazz concens in 
lubs competing with the clang of glas-
ses and the cash register.", explained 
emick. 
They held their flfSt concert in 1980 
with the Left Banlc Jazz Society in Balt-
imore featuring song stylist, Oscar 
Brown Jr. , But the subsequent concerts 
did not fare as well, until the concert 
entitled, ''Saxes and Singers'' starring 
Buck Hill Big "Nick" Nicholas and 
Mickey and Shirley Fields hit big and 
packed the place. 
The Society now. bas 200 dues~ 
paying membera , 
--But the society does more than just 
produce concerts, their concert series 
arc also designed to create employment 
for Washington musicians and give 
them the opportunity to play with 
world-renowned nlusicians. This past 
August they presented a free communi-
ty concert called, • 'Cityjazz •• featuring 
10-20 O,C, artists , "We roly heavily 
on tick.et sales'', said Wernick, ''but 
we also receive grants 'for some of our 
programs.•• One is a Swnmer~ Youth 
Intern progr.,m, where the s~ie~ 
along with local musicians rrain young 
artists to produce the~ own perfonn-
•IM"# and assist in the society's pro-
ductiom, Accordina to Wernick many 
• music 
-
School of the Ans and Cardozo. ·''Mos 
of them (the students) have never bee 
to a jazz concert and surprisingly by 
--- end of the summer, they don't see it 
'old folks music'," related Wernick.. 
Wernick lisied grants from the O,C, 
Commission on the Aft;S and Hqmaoi 
ties, Washington Post Fund, Crafi 
Foundation and others. 
The society also teaches artists ho 
to produce their own shows. Wemic 
remarked, ··Artists do not have the lux 
ary of just pursuing their craft, no 
they have to be knowledgeable busines 
people:· 
Next on their agenda is a coil.cc 
called, ••Two Bass Hit'' Oil October 29 
i 983. The feautrcd artists arc Slam Ste 
wan and Major Hillie. According t 
Wernick, Stewart performed the pop-
ular song, ''Flat Foot Foogie with the 
Floy Floy" and originated "voot" lan-
guage which became part of the idio 
of Jazz language. 
Stewart was also known for creatin 
a technique of ''scatting'' wbileJ>ow-
ing the bass. Hollie does a similar thing 
but one octave higher, thus creating a 
' sound of unison basses. 
On December third, 1983. the soci-
ery will hold a memberahip reception 
celebrating the society, recruiting new 
members ~ honoring a person sup-
portive of Jazz. Wernick named I 
years honoree as Felix Grant of 
WMAL--Radio and this year award reci-
pient, Effie Barry, the Mayor's wife. 
Bany is on Charlin's AdviSOI)'. bol"1 
and was instrumental in the establishe 
mcnt of a Dorothy Donegan Day 
honor of the pianist . 
Two Bus Hit will be perlormie< 
October 29, 19g3 at 8:00 p,m, at 
Marvin Theatre 800 21st Street N, W, 
' Washington D.C . Tickets are $11 
general public and $9 for society mem 
ben and student discount with LO, 
Membenhip to the Owlin Jazz 
cicry is SlS,00 a year entitling 
member to a two dollar di<MCC#•nt on 
Cbarlin activities and invitations t 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
'The Hilltop, Friday October 14, 1983 
___ , . . . . ---· -----
Sean Con11ery returns 
'Never Say ~ever Again' • 1-11 
·Gorry G. Denny 
, Hllhop Film Critk: 
- i..ookinl-, s!!Jhtly_ ~~der ~nd·. 
slower, Sean Connery has returned to 
the role fie made famous almost 20 
years ago1 as Secret Agent 007 in the 
Warner Brother's release "Never Say 
Never Alain." In what can only be 
described as bad news for Bond-
imitator Roger Moore, ''Never'' is per-
haps the best Bond movie of the entire 
series. 
The action begins with Bond being 
sent to a health resort.to lose weight as 
well as his habit of eating exquisite 
foods and drinking fine liquon. After 
an cxCiting battle between Bond and a 
hired killer, the action moves to several 
glamorous locations as the storyline be-
gins to take shape. When SPECTRE 
(Special Executor for Counter-
intelligence, Terrorism. Revenge, and . 
Extortion) smoothly hijacks two nu- . 
clear armed missiles it is the job for 
none other than James Bond to locate 
and retticve the stolen warheads. Hav-
ing discovered who the cuJprit of this 
heinous crime is, 007 sets out to fulfill 
• Two-for-one beer at 011 concession 
storids during Happy Hour, 6 till 7 :30. 
•Free parking with the coupon below. 
• Free admission for two with the other 
coupon . 
' 
we:' ve made harness racing more 
fun than ever. There's Happy Hoyr 
· every Friday in O..:tober, == 
and you'll eni6y brat-
' 
---------------
his mission and have a little fun in the 
process. 
Naturally, the oblig~~ory dialogue is 
frequently spiced with hair-raising 
stunts, ficsh and exciting chases, close 
escapes, and believe it or not, a dance 
sequence! One particularly good chase 
scene depicts 007 on a specially design-
ed motorcycle in hot pursuit of SPEC-
TRE villaincss Fatima Blush, whose 
appetite for murder is only exceeded by 
her fetish fOr cXotic leather clothing. 
The trail of dead bodies and empty 
martini glasses eventually leads to a 
. ._ 
FREE 
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illionaire named Largo whose ex.-
vagance' is showcased by his owner-
hip of the world's largest and most 
autiful yacht . Largo , who is now the 
roud owner of two nuclear warheads , 
eads Bond and ClA agent Felix Leiter 
(played by Bernie Casey) on a cat and 
mouse chase that provides some of the 
films best action and most exciting 
stunts , However. the climatic scene is 
rather weak and disappointing, and the 
lack of the traditional 007 intrigue mu- · 
sic could eaSily . leave an audience 
• 
P~_IJ 
-----Sean Connery-----
somewhat perturbed. 
Sean Connery is perhaps at his best in 
this movie . He possesses all of the char-
acteristics that 007 should have----class, 
sophistication, wit, charm, and a great 
deal of physical agility . These attri-
butes alone make it seem as if he never 
left the role of James Bond 12 years 
ago . Other performances in this movie 
includes the surprise job done by ac-
tress Barbara Carrera as the new wave , 
murderous Fatima Blush. She brings a 
great deal of humor and freshness to a 
role that could have otherwise been 
mere .typical villainy. The perform-
ances by actor Klaus Maria Bnnd•uer 
(Largo) and Kim Basinger (Domino) 
are far better than the usual Bond 
characters. 
All in all, ''Never Say Never Again'' 
is a very ttiumphant renun for Sean 
Connery and a satisfying film overall. It 
is a true pleasure to once again . bear 
Connery speak the immortal words 
' •My n~e is Bond, J •mes Bond. '' 
_,,r--------------~-------- ----------------------"'"'"'i' ~ ... ~.. ... ' 
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South Africa 
Black Student Attrition Rate 
NCAA Ruling 
At~letics vs. Education 
Importance of Educa~ion 
Goal Setting 
Career Opportunities 
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October 19, 1983, at 5:00 p.m. in the West Ballroom 
Free Admission 
Reception following program 
• Co-sponsored by Aetna Life & Casualty 
\ 
' 
• 
• • 
- Board member, Aetna Life -& Casualty, Network Commentar 
• 
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The Hillto)), Friday_ October 14, 1983 
A 11110011cements 
GENERAL 
' On Fridal. Oct. 28from 9 p.m. to 
3 a.m., •the~dies of Alpha Chapter, 
Delta Sigmf Theta Sorority. Inc., 
and the men of Alpha Chapter, 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc .• pre-
sent "A C<Jntinuance of Something 
Special'' atl the 'silver Spring Holi-
day Inn on Georgia Ave. 
POOL PARTY!!!! 
- . - - -
The ladies of Alpha Chapter, Zeta 
Phi Beta Sorority invite you to come 
experience the ''Blu'e Wave Pool 
Party.',' It will be at Burr Pool on 
· Friday, Oct. 14, from 7-11 p .m. 
BEST OF ALL IT'S FREEi!!!! 
CAL VIN WILLIAMS OF 
SHELTON'S HAIR GALLERY 
Roses are Red 
V-iolets are Blue 
What would my hair look like 
without you? Guess whotll 8-52 
The Brothers of Phi Beta Siama 
Fraternity Inc., Alpha Chapter, 
would like to warmlnaly and lovina-
ly congratulate all of those ladies 
that have recently attained that title 
of Sigm~ S_t_l!r.J.e.!.:... 
AAAHHH--0000--AAHHHHH 
YO ~TAR 
The Third Year Cass of tlte 
Howard University School of Law 
will be sponsoring a Sadie Hawkins 
Dance on Saturday, Oct. IS, from 
10 p.m. - 2 a.m. at the Howard 
u ·niversity Blackburn Center 
SPAGHETTI DINNER---
Are you hungry? Do you like 
spaghetti? The ladies of Alpha 
Chater, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, 
Inc. , will be having a Spaghetti Din-
ner Sale on Oct. I 5, from 12-6 p.m. 
To place an order call 842-912 1 or 
797-2639, or contact any Zeta. En-
joy and happy eating!! 
LIVE LIFE FOR TODAY 
BECAUSE YESTERDAY IS 
GONE AND TOMORROW 
HASN'T COME. An inspirational 
note from the ladies of Zeta Phi 
Beta Sorority. Inc . 
' -Ballroom. Tickets are $3 in advance MEETINGS and $3 .50 at the door . The tickets 
will be on sale daily at the Cramton 
Auditorium Box Office from 9 a .m. 
to S p.m. Tickets will a1so be on sale 
from 9:30 p .m. to 12:30 a.m. at the 
door, along with Howard University 
T-shirts. Come party with the law 
students and give the lawyers of 
tomorrow your support I 
The Hatian Students AssOciation 
of Howard University invite ¥DU to 
a Fund-Raising Dance-Saturday, 
Oct. 15, from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m., at 
the Radio Music Hall-81S V. St., 
N.W. (Corner of 9th St., N.W. and 
Florida Ave . , N.W.) "LES 
PACHAS DE WASHINGTON" 
midnight show with 1 'LES SOEURS 
DE LA CA RAIBE DANCE 
GROUP'' Admission: $5 AD-
VANCE TICKET $7 AT THE 
DOOR . For information 
call:387-4S63 or 27()-8571 Tickets 
sold at: Le Disquaire Record Shop 
914 Silver Spring Avenue-Silver Spr-
ing, Maryland Phone (301) 58S-3300 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUP-
PORT!! ! 
THERE WILL BE A GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY MEETING ON 
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 19, AT 6 
P.M . IN THE FORUM OF 
BLACKBURN. ALLMEMBERS 
ARE URGED TO ATTEND . 
SINGER-PIANIST -PEARLE 
WILLIAMS-JONES TO PER 
FORM AT HOWARD 
Pearle Williams-Jones, singer and 
pianist, will perfor·m Afro-
American spirituals and gospel 
songs in Andrew Rankin Memorial 
Chapel on the Howard University 
campus Sunday Oct. 23, at 3 p.m. 
Admission "is 1 free·. 
The performance is the first in the 
1983-1984 Andrew W. Mellon 
Recital Series. For further informa-
tion call 636-6755 : -
• 
I 
Frorh out of the shadows of your 
fantasies The 'Ladies of Alpha 
Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc., and The Gentlemen 
of Xi Chapter, Kappa Alpha Psi 
'Fraternity, Inc . , Present 1 ' AN 
EVENING OF MYSTIQUE" AND 
SPLENDOR"--A MASQUERADE 
BALL,, Friday Oct . 28, from 9 p .m. 
- 2 3.m. at the Capit61 Hilton . 
Atlire: Costume or Semi-Formal 
Tickets: $8 in advance and $9 at the 
door. This affair promises to en-
::hant your heart, mind , and soul 
with the elements of mystery, and 
romance! 
PERSONAL 
To the Brothers of PHI BETA 
SlGMA FRATERNITY, INC ., 
ALPHA CHAPTER and their 
Starlet Court, congratulations on a 
' fin~ job done on your visit to the 
Childrens Ward of the Howard 
' Un'iversity Hospital--Lets do it 
again! 
HAPPY BIR T HDAY: 
Paige L y nette Long 
"THE BIG 20 OOOOH! " (TL) 
FROM YOUR CHRONIE.S XXXO 
Milo, The miles keep us apart ..• But 
the love keeps us logether. (Do you 
feel the magic?) Luv you, Sweet L. 
MARTIN BROWN: ~ongratula· 
lions on your bein$ chosen as the 
JET defensive player of the week. 
Continued S:ood luck on the re-
mainder of your sea son . 
Sincerely, Your Michigan Fan 
The H .U. SKI CLUB will be 
holding its second general meeting 
on Thursday, Oct . 20, from 3--4:30 
p.m. in the ·Forum of the 
University's Blackburn Center. 
Topics of discussion will be: 
1) Annual ''Ski-get.away 
Weekend'' to Hunter Mt. , Hunter, 
N.Y. 
2) New events and activities planned 
for the coming year 
3 Updating of club roster and brief-
ing of new J11embers 
For further information, contact: 
Kelly Evans--797-1917 or Kim 
Ogletree--797-1906 All OLD AND 
NEW MEMBERS ARE URGED 
TO ATTEND!!!!! 
I 
"IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU" 
The Student National Phar-
maceutical Asocjation presents a 
Health Awareness Seminar on 
AIDS AND HERPES Wednesday, 
Oct . 26, Howard University College 
of Pharmacy and Pharmical 
Sciences, Room 207--4:30 p.m. 
N.O.B.U.C.S. will meet on Thurs-
day, Oct. 20, at 6 p.m. in Room 142 
Blackburn. All members and in-
terestd students are urged to attend. 
We will finalize plans for upcoming 
programs. 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY 
STUDEN"_ ASSOCIATION 
I. and the 
'BLACK STUDENT VOTERS 
' -
LEAGUE 
• are sponsoring 
a 
• CAMPus~wIDE VOTER 
REGISTRATION DRIVE 
ALL STUDENTS ARE URGED TO PARTICIPATE IN ALL PHASES OF THIS 
PROGRAM 1 FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT ANDRE' D. OWENS, 
SPECIAL PROjECTS DIRECTOR, HUSA AND AMBROSE LANE, VOTER 
REGISTRATION COORDINATOR, BSVL, AT '636-7007 LOOK FOR MORE 
' ANNOUNCEMENTS FORTHCOllING, AND ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS ARE 
WELCOME TO PARTICIPATE: . . 
The Doward UuiveI"Sity 
Student Association 
1 forn1i11g a I . . 
STUDENT CAMPUS SENATE 
• 
• 
• 
I . ,,.., . \ 
• 
to foster communications 
• • 
· a~ong campus organizations 
' 
_ V 1HENEXTMEET1NG~LLBE: , 
lHURS., CX:T'20, 1!113 7p.m. in 1he Forum of the Bl l>CKBURl\ICENTER 
FOR RJR'THER INFO: 
· CONTACT HusA iN 102 ol1heBla:ktumca1bi a call 
638-7007 ' 
.. 
• 
• 
The School of Human EcoloSY will 
offer Personal Development 
Workshops on Oct. 12 from 9-10 
a.m.; Oct 17 and 19 from 8-10 a.m.; 
and Oct 24 from ~ p.m. in the 
Auditorium of the~uman Ecology 
Bulldina. There is no fee for the 
workshops. For more information 
contact Dr. Valora Washinaton at 
636-7126. . 
' 
AI IENTION ALL PRE-LAW 
,STU DENTS 
There ·will be a meetiOJ of the 
CHARLES H. HOUSTON PRE-
LAW SOCIEI Y on Oct. 20, at 5 
p.m. in the Blackburn Center, 
Room ISO. Important information 
will be discussed. All mefI!.bers_ 
please attend. 
- -
- . 
THERE WILL BE A GENERAL 
MEETING FOR ALL THOSE 
WHO SIGNED UP AS 
HOMECOMING VOLUNTEERS 
ATS P.M. IN ROOM 116 OF THE 
BLACKBURN CENTER FRIDAY, 
OCT. 14. 
The Brothers of Xi Chapter, KAP-
PA ALPHA PSI Fraternity, Inc., 
announce their annual Pre-Smoker 
to be held Sunday, Oct . 16, at the 
Kappa Kastle, 1708 S St., N.W., at 
2 p.m. All intcr~ted men are 
welcome . 
PHI BETA SIOMA SQUIRES 
CLUB 
The mighty Brothers of Phi Beta 
Sigma Fraternity, Inc., Alpha 
Chapter, will be having their 69th 
annual-·meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 
17, at S- p.m. in the School of Social 
Work Faculty Lounge. Tbs meeting 
will be held for all men interested in 
learning mp re about the frat_ernity. 
HARVEST BIBLE STUDY 
A joy filled contemporary study of 
how we are to live a Godly life in 
these present days. 
•Learn what it means to be ''born 
again'' 
•Learn how not to ''fold under the 
pressure'' of your friends who do 
not agree · with you 
•Learn what it means to live an 
overcoming Christian Ii fe 
•Become a man or woman that can 
be called the ''Moses'' of his genera-
l i on 
Come and join us as we share the 
life, the love and the excitement of 
being a Christian in today's world. 
Sponsored by Maranatha Student 
Fellowship 
• 
-
. 
The Health/Professions Club will Write her a play for ~ 
have a meeting Wednesday, Oct. 19, you've always wanted~ It now-
in Douglass Hall Room 116 , at 5 New Playwrights' Theatre cl11111 iD 
p.m. There will be representatives Playwrighting & Acting call 
from the medical schoool and the :t32-4$24__ " _now. 
dental school. Dues must be paid in WRITERS ARTISTS POE R~m 336 in Old Founder's Library The deadline' for su~na .!1' 
dur1n1 regular school hours. _JANUS, The English Department'• 
literary magazine, is October 28. 
Attention all distinguish~ men in- All works-·poems, stories, 
terested in Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, drawings--will be considered for 
Inc. There will bi,- a Zeta Knight both the Fall issue and for the Spr-
Court meeting on Friday, Oct. 21, 
1
ing issue. Be sure to send copies on- : 
at 7 p.m., in the Engineering ly ,and to sing every paa:e with your 
Building Confrence Room 1005. name and address. Leave material in 
. This meeting is for all old Knights JANUS envelope outside Room 211 
and t~ose ~ho are intcrest~d in or Roo~ 270 in Locke,. .H•11, 
becoming Knights. For more 1nfor- · · A B g 
mation, contact Chris at 63~1944. ST TE CL U ;:, 
-
The HOWARD BUSINESS Club New Jersey is having a 
LEAGUE invites all interested meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 18. Ex-
students to an evening mixer at the ecutive Board Elections will ~held. 
Howard Inn. Today, Friday Oct-- -----------
14, from S-8 p .m. All are welcome · The California Student ·Associa-
~ to atte~d. _ · tion presents the 1983 Mr~ &: Mrs. 
. . . California . pageant on Oct. 14._ Cal1~orn1ans--There will be a short featuring Recoe Walker as the M.C. 
meeting befor~ ~he pageant, The pageant will take place in the 
Blac~_~urn Aud1tor1um •• 7 p.m._ Blackburn Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.-
-On Thursday, · Oct. 19, the Admission is FREE (Semi-formal 
Undergraduate Student Assembly attllf" .. prefered>. · 
will be sponsoring its second lecture - --:JIUXILIARY OF HOWA~­
in the Congressional Update Series. UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL 
Representative John Conyers .Presents A COMMUNITY 
(D-Michigan) is the scheduled HEALTH SEMINAR "CANCER 
speaker. The program will begin IN BLACKS'" 
promptly at 7 p.m. in the west Members of the community an in- ' 
ballroom of the Blackburn Center. vited to attend a health seminar en-
Refreshments will be served and ad· titled ''Cancer in Blacks'' on Satur. -· ·· 
mission is free .- day, Oct. 22, from 9 a.m. to 12 
Spanish Club members and friends noon, in the Howard University 
who intend to visit the Brazilian art Hospital Auditorium. 2041 Georgia 
show on Saturday, Oct. IS;8re re- Ave., N. W. There will be frtt , 
quested to meet in front of Cramton refreshments and blood presure 
Auditorium at 11 a.m. If it ranis, we screenings. For further information, 
will meet in the lobby of Blackbum p__lease call 745-1471 
Center. Bring money for lunch. ~-w 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, '--' 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., MED'JCA: . ' 
present their annual Fall Tea. ''The l . · .. 
Rewards of Scholarship and Ser- CE RJ" · 
vice.•• Saturday, Oct. 15, from 4-7 . 
p.m., in the West Ballroom- . 
Blackburn Center. All interested OF Wt\SHlNCTON llC. INC. 
ladies are invited to attend. sum 700 . 
w ANTED 1712EYE~E£T.N.W. 
WASHINCTON, DC. 
20006 
MALE OR FEMALE TO SHARE (202)29a-9227 A THREE BEDROOM APART-
MEN JN SILVER SPRING, TTY(202)298~55 
MARYLAND. FIVE MINUTES Service.:-.; ral m:~k•N,"" t'n 
FROM SHOPPING / FOOD reprocluctlve ""fldl Cll'I, ~,.,. ' 
MARKET VIA RIDE-ON-BUS. . nency Ce ''"I• m rtel b-ILlda 11 uk 1 
FOR MORE INFORMATION for indj,n.i,11!1, c:qoplee, &ailllt IDtl ' 
CALL 588-9371 OR 589-3977 . . p>Upl, 1ecturco ailcI wm••:.-. . - · 
. M1 *•I 202-298-9227 1 . 
_Meoft! lphh_2Q2.11LUij., - - - . 
- -- -- )• 
YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS 
AT THE CORNROWS & CO. TRAIN1NG INSTITUTE . 
914 KENNEDY ST. N.W. 
WASHINGTON'S ONLY PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING SALON . 
ALL STYLES ARE PRE-SELECTED AND ALL STUDENTS 
ARE MONITORED BY LICENSED PROFESSIONAL BRAIDERS. 
$45.00; INCLUDES EXTENSIONS. SORRY NO CHECKS, 
CALL 723-1827 AND MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY. 
CORNROWS & CO. 
914 Kennedy St. N.W. 
723-1827 
The Ladies of 
• 
Alpha Chapter, AKA Sorority 
and 
the Gentlemen of 
• 
XI Chapter, Kappa Alpha:-Psi . 
.. 
· · Fraternity 
• 
Bring to you 'An Evening of 
Mystique and Splendor' 
A Masquerade Ball, 
• 
Friqay October 28, 1983, from 9p.m. - 2a.m. at the Capitol Hiltory. 
Attire: Costume or Semi-Formal • 
. ·-
, . 
, 
Tickets: $8.00 in advance and $9.00 at the door 
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